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Fir.-' rcw. left to right. Captain Harry Sylvester, Chief of Police
I; J Pe:ry, Customs Patrol of at Camden; Lieut, j. Edward
Ig,:- !; E. W. Fitzpatrick. Cus- Marks of Third District Headquar
Lr Agency, Portland; Leo Mc- ters, Maine State Police; Alton A.
Carthc U. S. Customs, Portland; McPhetres, Portland. District Co
ordinator for Maine and New
Hampshire; Richard Jones, South
west Harbor, U. S. Coast Guard.
Second rcw. James Hogan, Alco
hol Tax Unit; Sheriff Miller of
Waldcboro: Deputy Sheriff Herbert

son Charles of Ctnnden wet-

L. Pinkham of Boothbay Harbor;

the relatives entertair.e
by Mr and Mrs. J. F. Heald

, Patrolman Stanley Poland, Wal

r.L,
day

doboro, Maine State Police; Frank

Batchelder, Boston, U. S. Secret
Service; Warden Jchn H. Welch
of the Maine State Prison; Patrol

man Harold Mitchell of the State
Police, Rockland.
'Representatives of the United
Treasury

States

Department

and

■ its allied' services met at the State
Prison Tuesday afternoon, on the
Sport Clothes...
invitation of Warden John H.
Welch, with the law enforcement
i officers o£ this region. The pur
priced for the young pose was to bring a closer co-op
eration between the federal forces
and civil officers so that in a time
men who may be
of emergency, the two couldi work
as one with each having a clear

called any day

understanding of the activities and

abilities of the other.
Alton

Don't let a low number in the
draft stop you from selecting
these sport clothes for, fellows,
wr have just as low numbers as
you have.
It wasn't an accident that these
sport clothes prices are low. We
put ourselves in your place and
decided that we could afford to
protect the young men who are

H.

McPhetres,

District

Co-ordinator for the Treasury De
partment agencies in Maine and
New Hampshire introduced Joseph
T. Sylvester of Portland, Collector
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Collector Sylvester said in part:
You may say, "Isn't Customs busi
ness at a pretty low ebb these days
because of the international situa
tion?” During the first eight months
of this fiscal year we have collected
$223,000,000 in customs duties as
compared with $240,000,000 last
year. Imports of strategic materials
alone amount to thousands of tons,
although some, such as rubber and
tin, are on the free list and no duty
is collectable.
Of course, travel from Europe has
almost ceased, but South American
travel has greatly increased and the
cruising traffic to the .West Indies
has been pretty good. Our men still
have plenty to do inspecting baggage
and levying duties.
Then again, hasn't the number
of vessels entering ports decreased
greatly as a result of the wars now
being waged? During the past fiscal
year more than 50,000 vessels ar
rived at our ports from foreign
countries, or about 2000 more than
during the previous year. Consid
ering the number of idle ships that
have been sold and the fact that
there are more ships afloat today
in spite of all that have been de
stroyed, such an increase is not sur
prising.
Last year the law enforcement
work of the Customs was directed
largely against the smuggling of
narcotic drugs into the United
States, and a number of important
seizures of narcotics and arrests of
notorious smugglers were made.
We made a total of 8600 seizures
last year, 2700 of which were of
liquor and 735 narcotic seizures.
There has been a decided decline
in attempts to smuggle opium and
kindred drugs, but a considerable
increase in the petty smuggling of
marihuana on ships coming from
Central and South American ports
and across the Mexican border.
People try to smuggle in articles
in so many different ways that it
would be impossible for me to list
them. Some of the favorite methods
(Continued on Page Six)

CENTRAL WELDING SCHOOL
Maine’s Pioneer School of Electric Welding

NEW SHOES

GREGORY’S

We guarantee to teach you Electric Welding regardless of
length of time. You pay as you learn.
Our placement service is unexcelled. Our graduates go to
work. This Is the only electric welding school in Maine that oners
you this guarantee.

TEL. 294

CALL, PHONE OR WRITE

116 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

85 WATER ST., RANDOLPH, ME.
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Rum and gasoline do not mix. How often we have heard
that saying, and how true it is. Now comes a new highway
safety slogan in Massachusetts which may be Just as import
ant. even if it is a blow to romance: "Girl Friends and Gaso
line Don't Mix.” The Bay State’s public safety commissioner
says: “The young driver travels at a fast rate, keeps a sharp
eye for police pursuit, uses one arm for driving and the other
for his lady friend and somehow manages to do a pretty
good job of entertaining his guest. It is a dangerous system.
Girl friends and gasoline don't mix. Troopers will take drastic
action against all amorous one-arm drivers.”
THREE YEARS IN THE ARMY?

Service trainees who are now doing military duty for a
period of one year may find themselves In the Army for three
years instead, but their retention in the service would be
purely voluntary on their part. Many of those now serving
would doubtless welcome such an eventuality, but it is equally
true that many now In the service are making a great per
sonal sacrifice, as to business and finances, but it speaks well
for all concerned that there is an almost complete absence of
criticism or fault-finding. The nation is facing a crisis—prob
ably greater than it realizes—in view of the swift-moving and
disastrous events across the water.
CONVOYS, IF NECESSARY

The American Institute of Public Opinion has been feel
ing the public pulse as to the advisability of the U. B. Navy
• being used to convoy ships carrying supplies to Great Britain.
It is learned that 41 percent favor it, 50 percent opposes, and
9 percent is undecided. The poll approached the situation from
another angle and learned that 71 percent favored convoys if
British defeat seems certain without them. 21 percent still
opposing, and 8 still undecided. It may soon be necessary for
President Roosevelt to decide with or without the backing of
public opinion.

AN IDEAL LOCATION
A legislative committee has recommended that the facili
ties of the Eastern State Normal School be adoped for a
nautical training school. We would consider that an ideal
location, with its unsurpassed scenic attractions and historical
background.

Made known at the annual meeting of the Maine Central
Railroad Wednesday was the fact that the corporation that
the first quarter of 1941 was the best in many years and that
the encouraging trend in revenues is continuing through April,
the first week of which showed a gain of nearly 26 percent over
the corresponding week of 1940. The rolling stock is said to be
fully equal to the increased demand, less than 7 percent being
listed under the “bad order" class. While the major portion
of the traveling public is no longer dependent upon the iron
horse as a means of transportation, the railroad ls an indi
spensable adjunct to the nation's life and the public cannot
fail to have a sympathetic interest in Its ability to maintain a
balance on the right side of the ledger.
GERMANY’S VICTORY
(Boston Globe)

A PUBLIC INVITATION
—TO—

Rockland’s

National Defense Party
Thursday, April 22
(TONIGHT)

AT 8.00 O’CLOCK .
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Washington despatches sound the dismaying note that
income tax the coming year will be six times as much as the
individual is now paying, the high rate being due very largely
to the tremendous expense of national defense. Such a con
tingency must have been apparent to the most casual reader,
and there will be no citizen unwilling to pay his part if he
considers himself a patriot and considers the necessity. Evi
dences of wastefulness or anything savoring of graft will,
however, make the taxpayer's burden very distasteful. Uncle
Sam ls scattering money to all corners of the earth with
profligate hand—wisely intended expenditure, for the main
tenance of democracy, and all the taxpayer desires is that
it shall be used wisely and economically, with a minimum of
the scandal which has been attached to other wars. The tax
payer does demand that, and is quite within his rights.

HEAR THESE AUTHORITATIVE SPEAKERS

GOV. SUMNER SEWALL
... om,n
EDWARD J. QUINN, National Committeeman
tUWAnu JDEPT commander pauljullien
DEPT. ADJUTANT JAMES BOYLE
SGT. AT ARMS PETER THAANUM
MAYOR EDWARD R. VEAZIE
AU Patriotic, Fraternal and Civic Organizations and the PubUc in General

Cordially Invited

The Battle of the Balkans—which properly includes both
the phases of the present campaign in Yugoslavia and Greece
—is being won by the German Army and air-force in a drive
for the fury of which equals anything staged by Hitler's
myrmidons a year ago this Spring on the plains of Western
Europe.
How long the heroic Greeks and the British Colonials will
manage to continue thetr dogged resistance, how many of her
expeditionary force Britain will contrive to evacuate from, the
Peninsula, appear to be questions depending solely upon the
ability of a strongly fortified last ditch defense line to achieve
a few days' further delay in the Oerman advance. Realism,
however, counsels little optimism on this score. The diffi
culties involved in evacuating troops 'by sea from any ports in
Southern Greece, now that the German Luftwaffe has achieved
complete command of the air, are obvious. This campaign
has been a desperate one, bravely fought by armies heavily
outnumbered and further weakened by inferior quantities of
mechanized equipment. To count it wholly a defeat is, how
ever. to ignore facts many tend to forget in the dismay natural
to any observer of the last sad phases of the fighting.
Hitler has lost heavily In men and equipment; and his
gains, from the viewpoint of strategy or supplies, are meager
in Yugoslavia and almost nil in Greece. When the fight is
over, he will control all of continental Europe save Turkey,
European Russia, and Sweden. His evident rage over British
reinforcement of Iraq is worth notice. It Jeapordizes his
plans for Turkey again.
The supreme crisis in the Mediterranean is not yet. That
will come when the issue is joined for Egypt and Suez

THREE CENTS A COPT

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 49.

King George and his Greek government has fled to the
Island of ttete.
The British are on the offensive in Wbyia.

z

THE CERTinCATE ARRIVED
“The Black Cat”
And With Last Hurdle Removed Work
Began On Rockland Airport Yesterday
Yesterday morning’s mail brought to Mayor Edward R.
Veazie a certificate of air navigation facility necessity from
the Administration of Civil Aeronautics in Washington, D.
C. Its arrival had been discounted for several weeks, but
it evoked a sigh of relief on Mayor Veazie’s part for it meant
that the last hurdle had been eliminated in the realization
of a Rockland Municipal Airport.
An hour later ten W.P.A. workers had taken possession
of the 315-acre field on the Ash Point road, the sole tenant,
Courtney Foster had begun the removal of his household
effects, and under the direction of Civil Engineer Franklin
H. Wood, test pits were being dug to ascertain the char
acter of the soil which will be levelled as the first step to
ward the construction of the airport.
This work will occupy a week—possibly ten days, and
when it is completed 125 W.P.A. workers will be released
from other projects, and assigned to Airport construction,
lasting 11 months, according to the present setup.
The W.P.A. workers will receive the same rate of wages
they have been getting, but the aggregate will be larger for
they will operate on a 48-hour a week basis instead of 30
as at present.
It is quite likely that there will be 200 men on the pay
roll when the task is at its height.
In addition to levelling the field, and putting it in con
dition for airport service, three runways, each 3000 feet in
length, will be built. The government has appropriated
$693,000 to this end.
Equipment and operation is then up to the city of Rock
land, although should the need become more urgent than
now foreseen it is quite likely that the Army would take
over the airport. The nature of operations there cannot
even be guessed at this time.
Among the callers at City Hall yesterday was Ford
Daniels, of Augusta, a telephone engineer, who came here
to see what changes would be necessary on phone lines
adjoining the proposed airport.
Courtney Foster, above reported as moving from the
field, has bought and will occupy the D. W. Wiley place
nearby.

By The Roving Reporter

Listeners to the Herald-Traveler
news bulletins Tuesday morning
were interested to learn that the
popular broadcaster Howell Culli
nan was weal ing a wrist watch, and
everybody else probably regretted,
as I did, that “Cully" did not read
the inscription. As Howell Cullinan
is always on time, to the exact sec
ond, the necessity oif a w.w. is not
quite plain, but he sure must look
“dolled up," and everybody will
agree that he is entitled to the very
best.
Dictionaries have been worked
overtime since the word contest on
Cream was started. Then somebody
conceived the idea of making words
from "The Black Cat.” Adella
Gushee of Appleton sends In 110
words, and says she could easily
have made more if she had the
time. I certainly appreciate "an
old lady friend's" well wishes. Her
list from "The Black Cat" follows:
Tie tat, a, at, ate, attack, act,
tack, black, ache, he, be, bee, tea,
tee. lack, bat, tab, bleat, ha, ah, eh,
tablet, tliat tattle, each, tact, each,
hat. hate, lath, lathe, lace, heal, hale,
cable, able, table, cackle, cake, bate,
back, tackle, catch, cat, the teach,
let, leak, kale, hack, lath, lac, ketch,
latch, attach, attache, bath, baa,
cable, teak, take, hat, lake, cache,
back, bet, hack, halt, bath, bathe,
heath, talc, bate, eat, kettle, cab,
bale, kale, beat, beet, bah, beat,
cattle, teal leal, beach, belt, balk
bet, abet, abate, batch, bac, ach,
tea, cape, cap battle, cattle, eke,
bleak, lee heel.

Rockland Lions
Go On a Personally Con
ducted Trip To Florida
and Havana
Beautiful colored pictures of the
Southland, made with Wilbur F
Senter's trusty motion picture
camera, were shown at yesterday's
meeting of the OFtockland Liens
Club and were adjudged the best,
that the popular Past King Lion
has yet shown.
Briefly mentioned some of the
highlights were:
The Middleton Gardens in
Charleston, 6. C.; a snake farm
in Florida; the Fountain of Youth,
whose waters did not appeal to
the speakers taste; the oldest
schoolhouse in St. Augustine: the
Marine Studio; Key West, ap
proached by a 7-mile bridge; Key
West coral reefs, showing the light

Tower and its beautiful surround
ings. In the tower are 71 bells
—“God Bless America" never
sounded so good to me before, said
Wilbur.
Other pictures included gather
ing pitch from pine trees; the
Florida State Capitol at Talla
hassee; a tobacco field under cloth;
Barbara Frietchies home, and the
new toll bridge in Portsmouth,
N. H.

A cub lion led in tlie Lions roar,
and displayed' an athletic prowess
which was surprising in view ol

his girth.
Visitors were Eugene Sprague of
Vinalhaven, Captain Keryn ap
Rice and Sherman Daniels. A. B.
Allen and London Jackson, Jr.
were named as editors of the
Lions Talc for the next two weeks.
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS
The U. S. Civil Service Commis
sion announces open competitive
examinations for the followinglisted positions, for filling vacan
cies in these positions in the
Quartermaster Corps, War Depart
ment. for duty at the U. S. Army
Air Base. Bangor, Maine:
Carpenter, $1680 a year.
Foreman, Carpenter, $2000 a
year.
Electrician. $1680 a year.
Senior Electrician, $1860 a year.
Junior Painter, $1500 a year.
Plumber, $1680 a year.

green waters; the southernmost
point of the United States, where
the Cuban cable arrives; steamship
Cuba, about to leave for Havana;
tug Willette which pulled the
steamship Mianhattan from the
sand bar; the Miami sky line.
The Senters flew to Havana and
pictures of that visit included
Morro Castle, the monument to
the Battleship Maine; and Sloppy
Joe’s Bar.
Sarasota views included John
Senior Plumber, $1860 a year.
Ringling's Hotel, the Municipal
The closing date for receipt ol
airport and the Ringling Museum.
The Ringling Circus was about to applications is May 2, 1941.
embark on its Northern tour and
John P. Carey of Bath will award
visitors were not allowed on the
the
Elks contest prizes at Com
grounds.
munity
Building tonight.
Pictures were shown of the Bok

THE OPEN KITCHEN

RE-OPENS TODAY
SAME MANAGEMENT—SAME CREW

FRENCH HOMESTEAD
We want to correct a mistake in regard to the French Home
stead. 61 Main Street, Thomaston. It was built by Dr. Jacob
French in Andover, Mass., tn 1811, and not by his son, Theodore,
or George W. French, as has been reported.

LNEZ F. SKOLFIELD,
ANNA BRUEN FRENCH.
49* lt

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
Surrender of the Hellenic armies in northwestern Greece
and annihilation of a. British rear guard is claimed by the
Axis powers, who set next Saturday as the date of their entry
into Athens.
The Nazis seek control of the Dardanelles, and are said to
have offered Turkey a slice of Grecian Thrace in return.
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh told a New York audience last
night that “it is now obvious England is losing the war" and
has been guilty of promising the Allies strength she could not
deliver. England will attempt to persuade the United States
to send another Expeditionary Force to Europe, he charges.

Thursday
Issue

THE LOBSTER

POT

FRIENDSHIP, ME.

Open For the Season, Sunday, April 27
SPECIAL ROAST TURKEY DINNER, 85c
SHORE DINNERS, 85c, $1.00 and $1.25
Also STEAK, FISH AND SCALLOPS
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO. 19-2
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Mrs. Levi G. Copeland of Thom
aston added 44 words to the list
made by Alice Pinkerton from “The
Black Cat,” and long additional
lists were also sent in by Mrs.
Minnie Page of Litchfield, Almira
Young of Lincolnville, and Mrs.
Homer Marshall of Pleasant Point.
Mrs Page wrote? "I enjoy your de
partment and all the rest of The
Courier-Gazette very much."
Souvenirs of many kinds come to
The Black Cat department and are
always welcome. The latest con
sist of two badges—one for the 13th
annual reunion of the Maine Press
Association ln 1876, and the other
was worn by editors and publish
ers who participated in an excur
sion to Saint John, July 14, 1873.
The badges were presented to The
Black Cat by Mrs. Lilian S. Cop
ping, whose father, the late Edwin
Sprague, was editor and publisher
of the Rockland Free Press—one of
the ablest editors in the State dur
ing his period of newspaper ac
tivity.
I have been handed the graduat
ing program of the class of 1890,
Rockland High School. Diplomas
were awarded to Harry J. Shaw
(valedictorian), Mary E. Jackson
Csalutatorian), Castera N. Cush
man, Philip Howard, Elizabeth T.
Donohue, Mary E. Wiggin, Walter
M Spear, Louise G. Hunt, Fred
erick Ernest Holman, Alice T. Mc
Namara, Jeannette P. Shields,
Fred C. Stewart, Carrie E. Arnold,
Lena R. Hodgkins, Blanchard F.
Hicks and Angie S. Graves.

Who was looking after the
municipal affairs of Rockland half
a century ago? E H. Pnllbrick an
swers the query by saying that Capt.
Edward A. Butler was Mayor, R.
Henry Burnham city clerk, Lean
der Weeks, city treasurer, Dr. M.
P. Judkins, city physician, W. H.
Fogler (afterward Supreme Court
justice) city solicitor, C. L. Allen,
auditor, A. U. Brown, K. C. Ran
kin and C. L. Allen, assessors, G.
L. Farrand, E. Mont Perry and
James Adams, overseers of poor.

The Black Cat received “comps”
for "Kncx Couny on Parade,” being
presented at Camden Opera House
tonight. The letter, which came in
an envelope bearing an excellent
fac simile of The Black Cat, was
sign
"Feline
Admirers.” Next
day came a can of Jack and Jillcat
food for The Black Cat “to munch
during the show.” I can assure
the sender that The Black Cat is
purring contentedly and gratefully.

One year ago: A ripsnorting bliz
zard and a 50-mile gale upset
Spring calculations.—Maynard S.
Willis, 71, died at his home on Ed
ward steet.—Harold W. Look was
injured by a misdirected ice pick.—
The Ice went out of Chickawaukie
Lake the 20th—W. J. Sullivan was
elected president of the Softball
Association.—Thomas E. Shea, vet
eran actor, died in Belfast.—Harris
Polise retired from the tailoring;
business —Baptist young women or
ganized with Jeannette Stahl as
presidents-Frank Churchill, died
president—Fa nk
Churchill died
in Thomaston.
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Hate the evil, and lcve the good,
and e'taollsh ;udgment ln the
gate.—Amos 5: 13.

of good laughs. Harper & Brothers
established in 1817, have scared a
happy triumph in this book.

A Great New Gas

WHEN ABBOTTS BURNED LIME

The Memory Man

,

x T

You Will Be Surprised To!
Learn He Was Once An

American Oil Co. Has
Perfected Amazing
Product

Returning today, from a sales and
advertising conference, held at Ken
Amnesia Victim
more Hotel, Boston. G C. Hopkins,
(By< K.- 8. • r.)
local
representative for the Ameri
v.
(By Iree Member)
can
Oil Company, stated that
Have I a good memory? When I
“Better See George,'*
Author ' .saw the heading “The Memory
through the completion of the
world's first commercial hydroform
Freeman Tilden.
Published oy i Man" at the head of one of my
Harper &z Brothers, New Ycik
ing unit, his company Is marketing
. little sketches it started me thinkThis Ls the refreshing story cf a , ing and I remembered one time,
a new type of gasoline.
town and Its people you’ll never ior incident, that has always both
Pioneers did not pass with the
forget; set against th? background ered and puzzled me. Strange as
covered wagon.
Scientists and
of a rather commonp»ace commun it may seem—I remember some
chemists are pioneering in new
ity but with a numb-r i f on* cf thing which I can’t remember!
fields daily. For many years, pe
the ordinary citizens to give it a
troleum chemists have been search
I have had measles, mumps,
holding quality In its rural in whooping cough, chicken pox. ger
ing for efficient methods to “re
dustrial Northern New England man meas'.es. (note the small "g"
form
” or convert low octane naph
The old Abbott lime kilns on Main street. Photo loaned by C. A. Cross.
setting.
thas
into high anti-knock gasolines.
which denotes my dislike for hitler)
The author Mr. Tilden, has the chapped har.ds. freckles and, I be
Hydroforming, which is a new pro
keenest humor and human insight lieve. a slight attack of amnesia— and pestered me for 50 years and Their Day In Court
cess involving the use of high tem
and he gives to the little town of an affliction I had never heard of probably will as long as I live.
Stepney, a ctiaracter in George when I wa., a youth.
I have asked quite a number of
Hadlock, that will point reform to
Three Camden Men Con
Here ls when and how it hap people during my life what they
many of us in hLs shrewd, honest pened. I was about 22 years old. think caused the blank spot in my
victed On Riot Charge—
and kndly treatment of neighbors; My Dad lived in Searsmont. He memory and most of them have
Vinalhaven Boys Placed
a man whose heart and soul were moved there shortly after my said “Oh, forget it.” Well, that Ls
devoted to hLs town's well-being Mother died but soon returned to what has bothered me all these
On Probation
Oeorge Ls not only a Banker, but Rockland. He had a large brood years—forgetting it!
Francis L. Brodis, Leroy M.
a farmer—and as he sells milk he of children to care for and I want
When I was a mere child I used Brodis and Arthur Hart of Camden
sells good citizenship to hLs com ed one cf my sisters to come and to accompany my father and play
munity
He thinks in terms of live with me and got my father-in- the organ for the religious services were in Municipal Court yesterday,
brotherly kindness, and thus in law's half broken Western horse, he conducted in Appleton and re as the result of a disturbance in the
spite of at times gaining the oppro hitched to an old fashioned “pung” member visiting with him in the Capital Lunch, 275 Main street, last
brium of stinginess from some of and started out, right after a tough homes of Appleton residents. I Saturday afternoon.
Hart was
hLs neighbors. He wins out as the snow storm. The roads were not have no trouble at all remember charged with assault, the com
mast reliable and kindhearted, as cleaned of snow in those days as ing the Ames, Towle, Wadsworth, plainant being Paul Zafierou, mana
well as wise friend to consult on they are today and it was tough Butler. Wentworth, and other fam ger of the Capital Lunch, and the
any question.
traveling. The main road was ilies, where they lived, etc. Alden three defendents were charged with
The story Ls full of everyday ex passable, however and I got as far Towle kept bees and his son. having incited a riot. Hart pleaded
perience.-, for both women and men. as South Hope without much Charlie, was not very robust. The “not guilty” to the assault charge,
and the fine philosophy concern trouble but I made a bad mLstake Wadsworth
mixed quartet—Mr. whereupon witnesses were called to
ing home town problems Ls worthy when I left the main highway and Wardsworth and his three daugh the stand and were questioned by
of every man’s thoughtful consid decided to cut several miles from ters. Mr. Ames wore a beard. He the prosecuting attorney, Stuart C.
eration.
the distance by taking the old had a daughter whose name eludes Burgess, and the defense counsel,
ThLs author knows hLs art, and abandoned road through what was me. Vanver, Charlie, and a sLster. Frank A. Tirrell. Dr. H. J. *Weishe knows style and humor os well called •Desolation’’ and, believe Gusta, and Mr. Wentworth whp man stated that he had treated
as people in a canny understanding me, it was rightly named.
was in poor health. I recall many Zafierou’s right eye. which he said,
way. See if you can find yourself
Instead of sweeping around the more people and incidents in and was swollen and discolored from a
ln thLs little town with few tears lake and going up the hill and about Appleton, have a mental pic cut. and that the patient was
and many smiles and any number through South Hope village, tliis ture of the people, houses, lakes, shaky and nervous.
old road swings slightly to the etc, and remember clearly these
Zafierou and Clyde Young were
right and cuts through to Smith’s things after more than GO years also called to the stand to give their
Mills in North Appleton. Not a without effort. In fact I remember versions of tlie lunchroom disturb
living
thing on that road—just old about everything I ever saw or ance. Hart was found guilty, and
ot
deserted farm buildings and— heard up to that 18 hour blank spot sentenced to 60 days in jail by
snow!
Sift.
and everything since.
Judge Zelma M. Dwlnal. He ap
A FEW EXPERT
wo.
Why didn’t I turn back? I didn’t
MAKE SHORT CAKES
Can any reader explain what pealed and furnished $200 bail.
6cWlEPf CAN MAKE
know enough to turn back from caused that blank spot? Excessive
The
three
defendents we*e found
A PIN HOP FROM
anything in those days. I had a fatigue? Weak brain? No brain? guilty on the riot charge on the
the short way/
one track mind—go ahead, never The last named may be the answer. previous testimony and another
ONE ALLEY TO
back The snow covered, the old It certainly showed a lack of some
MNcl HER FOR A
witness, Mrs. Clyde Young. They
stonewalls and old style stump thing for me to attempt a trip
STRIKE
fences most of the way and I led 1 through deep snow over the road were sentenced to 60 days in jail
the horse and we wallowed along through “Desolation!" The Mem and fined $25 and casts. They
appealed and furnished bail in the
as best we could and many tibies ory Man! I wonder.
sum
of $200.
I managed to get horse and pung
The
disturbance was allegedly
over the fence, or wall into an cld
started by the three defendents in
field or pasture where the snow
“For God and Country”
an argument with a Massachusetts
was not so deep as it was in the
USE
man.
who, it was alleged, was badly
road The horse gave rne consid
For SPRING OIL
beaten,
and
during
which
time
an

erable trouble at tunes, but, on the
CHANGE- GET
other unknown man was also
whole he showed as much, or more,
knocked down. Zafierou claimed he
sense than I did.
,
tried to prevent a fight and was
Looking back at it after about 50
PKG
allegedly struck down by Mr. Hart.
years I don't understand how in
OF
4
Chester Bailey of Dark Harbor,
tophet I ever got through those
charged with driving a motor ve
miles of deep snow You may get
POUNDCAKE
< AC
Fudge White Icing—EA |
some idea of just how tough the
hicle under the influence of intoxiYour choice of either kind Raisin,
I trip was when I say that I left
| eating liquor, was fined $100 and
Marble. Frosted Silver or
i Rockland about 9 a. m , and didn't
Gold Pound Cakes
j costs of $11 66, and had his license
I suspended for 10 days. He appealed,
.get to Smith's Mills until 4 p. m.—
probably about a 15-mile trip!
i furnishing $200 bail. The arrest
4 CANS 25c
Now. here's the strange thing
was made by Lieut. Edward Marks Beans FAMILY SIZE 2
YELLOW EYE. PEA. OR KIDNEY
that has pestered me all through
and Patrolman H Gil Roper April
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK
23c
the intervening years. I remember
16 in Thomaston, when it was Armour’s Treet
POST,
NO.
I
1 driving across tiie bridge in Smith’s
alleged Bailey's car was in collision French’s Mustard 9.a°« 10c
Mills, and, that is the last thing I
Limerock St.,
Rockland with a car owned by Eugene O’Con
Mustard
ANN PAGE
JAR 7^
| can remember until tiie the next
ROCKLAND, ME.
nell of Thomaston.
forenoon
when
I
was
driving
be

Elmer Arey of Vinalhaven plead Gelatine PL,»"
OPPOSITE PERRY’S
12c
The first line of tlie Preamble
tween tiie “lake and pond,” so
MAIN STREET MARKET
ed guilty to a charge of trapping Gelatine ANN PACE 2 PKGS 17c
of
the
American
Legion
is
as
fol

called, on my way home with my
without a license, and was fined $10
12-year-old sister beside me in the lows, "Fcr Gcd and Country we and costs of $5.30, the fine to be Wav Psnon* 2l25’» 40" Cc
vrax raucrCUT-RITE
rolls 29c roll □
associate ourselves together. To
pung!
suspended upon payment of costs.
uphold
and
defend
the
Constitu

Correctly Sized
My sLster has repeatedly assured
Five minor boys of Vinalhaven
4‘
REINFORCED
OUR
me that I arrived about 6 o'clock tion.” or in other words, to defend were placed on one year's probation Wax Paper
QUEEN ANN
CROTCH
PRICE
that night, took care of the horse, America.
Tonight at the Community upon suspended sentence to the Borax 20««»e 2,,s27c
FORM FITTING
had supper and spent a most pleas
State school for boys in Portland.
ant evening with the family, and Building Winslow-Hclbrook Pest It was alleged the boys broke in the Bleach Water GALLON JUG 25c
STRAIN POINTS
cheered up one of my brothers who No. 1 A. L., is holding a National
RIVETED
Toilet Tissue
3 ROLLS 19c
was ill in bed. Got up in the Defense party, to which the pub residence of James Baker and stole
Queensbury — Facial Type — As»t. Co'ors
wearing
apparel
to
the
value
of
$75.
morning, had breakfast, cared for lic is invited. The purpose of this
the horse and started on the trip party is to impress on the minds and rifles and a shotgun and am Daz 2 -“o°s 15e 2 ,18?. 37‘
home at about 8 o'clock with her. of the people the great need of munition valued at $100; and also Wheat SHREDDED 2 PKGS 21c
I never have beep able to re associating ourselves together for entered the store of Arthur Arey,
Burry’s COOKIES 2 PKGS 23c
member a thing about it. It was God and Country at this critical taking $2 worth of soda.
OUR
FI LL CUT
the first and only time I was at my time. The speakers will be Le
Tomato Soup ATT 3 can°/17c
PRICE
LARGE
Dad’s home in Searsmont and I gionnaires who are prominent in at the Community Building. Time
A&P Grapefruit 2 CANS 15c
ROOM Y
8 o'clock.
have no idea where it was located, State and National affairs.
POCKETS
The
presence
of
Gov.
Sumner
nor how I found it. I must have
A&P Peaches sliced ’can7 9c
We, of the Legion know the re
REINFORCED
inquired where and how to find his sult of unpreparedness. You, as Sewall. Department Commander
home but I have no recollection of citizens and Americans should Paul Jullien, and other important Tomato Juice IONA 2 CANS 15®
having done so. My mind is a total realize the suffejjng and disaster State officials at this meeting, Soda Crackers 2HAMPTON
LB PKG 14c
blank from the time I crossed the
signifies its importance.
SULTANA
Peanut Butter 2 LB JAR 21c
bridge in Smith’s Mills until I was that will come in the near future
$1.33 VALUE
one third of the way home. Am from this same unpreparedness. It
DEEP TONE
nesia? You are at liberty to call is the duty of the Legion to help
DENIM
dexo
it anything you like. All I know the public realize the need of a
HEAVY DUTY
shoulder to shoulder defense pro
is
that
my
mind
was
a
total
blank
100% hydrogenated vegetable
8 POCKETS
from 4 o'clock of the day I started gram. one that will keep our homes
shortening
on that trip until about 10 o’clock free from the disaster cf an un
3 LB
the following day. It has bothered prepared war.
TIN
The comrades, with Past-Com
SANFORIZED
mander
Brewer
as
chairman,
are
MADE OF
OUR
working hard to make this meet
PEPPERELL
PRICE
ing a success. It all depends on
BATTLE AXE
Ginger Ale, Club Soda, Lime
whether
you as citizens are as will
Rickey, Assorted Flavors
WHIPCORD
ing to work and associate your
REG. VAL. $2.00___________
selves together in National De
fense. The leading men of the
Contents only
State realize the importance of
4Tfi-tI
SANFORIZED
national defense and are giving
HEAVY
OUR
their time and ability. The Le
COVERT
PRICE
gion has faith, that the public will
STRAIN POINTS
appreciate the visit of these dis
REINFORCED
'*
POfKiANr ' FHyrajiFl tinguished guests, by attending the
REQ. VAL. $1.25
National Defense party tonight.

Book Review

peratures and pressures, carried out
in the presence of hydrogen gas
and a newly discovered catalyst,
has now solved this problem.
The hydroforming process, he
stated, is of great interest to Na
tional Defense because it not only
produces a new high anti-knock
gasoline for automobiles, but it |
opens a new source for the produc
tion of high octane aviation gaso- j
line and a large potential supply j
of toluene, a substance vitally need
ed in the manufacture of T.N.T.
Officials of the company, he said,
told of the new robot control board
used in the manufacture of this
product. The control board ramoves the element of chance dur
ing manufacture and guarantees
precise uniformity of the product.
The product from the Texas City
Plant will be blended into the prin
cipal grades of gasoline marketed
by the American Oil Company.
Mr. Hopkins further stated that i

troleum industry, not only for its
contribution to the manufacture of
quality gasolines but as a distinct
scientific adtance.
—-The skin of a whale vanes from
two Inches to two feet in thickness.

comprehensive tests of the product
indicated that it would give smooth
er. more efficient high octane road
performance. He concluded his re-'
marks by stating that this new
hydroforming process has been en-|
thusiastically acclaimed by the pe-

For Greater Enjoyment

SALADA'
TEA

May 3- Knox Poinm

Hope Grange.
May 5 Unegilti Ba;,*
in West it k kport
May 10—American !•
In Rockland
May 13 Lincoln C

Women

May 27 — Camden
of Dalit Ing An.

School

Opera II
June
12 Rockland
Commencement

FFATS POWER

DESSERT SHELLS

ECONOMY
CLOTHES
SHOP

1.00 DUNGAREES

1.00 OVERALL
or FROCKS

84c

SET A BETTER TABLE
WITH “SURPLUS”FOODS

WORK PANTS

GOOD
USED CARS

1.17

LB

SUNHYFIELD

WHOLE OR EITHER HALF LB

LAMB FORES

BONED
IF

WILDMERE
CURE
AND ROLLED
DESIRED

FRESH DUCKLINGS

HATIVE BROILERS

2'i TO 3 LB AVG

LB

FRESH
a

.

lb avg tu

RIB ROAST
HEAVY STEER BEEF
HEAVY STEER BEEF
BONELESS CHUCK
POT ROAST

LB

PQRK LOINS

LB

WHOLE

LAMB LEGS

EITHER HALF

OR

IB

BUCK SHAD

LB

ROE SHAD

LB

NO.

I

1 B 22c

SPRING

SMELTS
SMOKED FILLETS

On Genuine, Heavy, Corn-Fed Steer Beef

LB

IB

ROASTING CHICKENS * to
BRISKET CORNED BEEF

: - Low Price Continues!

LB

LONG ISLAND

LB

FRESH MACKEREL

smuts
LB

J

Rummage sale at tl:
list vestry Saturday A)
open at 9 a. m —-adv.

BUTTER

3?

Elk’s Beano Friday r,
prize drawn each ti

SILVERBROOK
BUTTER
SUNNYFIELD
39<38c
RED SKIN CHEESE
25<

For flying instructk r
Treat, 68 Grace St .
adv.

FLORIDA ORANGES

Saturday, May 3-

a lop grade quality

'A LB PRINTS

LB

LB

WELL CURED

GRAPEFRUIT

SOAP FLAKES

SOAP GRAINS
SOAP POWDER
LIQUID WAX

25s

2

pIS
GENTLE, QUICK

2
2

p^s
p1k«

PINT CAN

APPLES

FLAKES

WINESAP

SPINACH

■ ni nut ■—

arrow

I

LBS

LARGE

PECK

!bchs

costs ,

QUAlM
Jd’^°VeD the_famous quaiity-with economy
of Ann Page Food, -sy trying oui best seller.
Ann Page Salac Dressing. It's fust one of
31 Ann Page quality nroducts. which are
made and sold oy A&P anc oring you more
for your money. Buy a jar today!

LUX

444 Main St.

STORE

Tel. 646-W

REYHDUND
UNf5\

OPTOMETR
336 MAIN ST.. R<)<
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.39)
Evenings By App®

Dance Saturd;
SOUTH HOPE GRA?
Old and New III
WOODCOCK’S OK<
Admission 25c, 35c lt.t

PILES! PILES!!
Why spend money on
remedies? Pile Drive:
relief at once. Money
delighted. II. A. MAI
Me. (mailed anywhere
$1.00). On sale at C
Rate Store, Rockland.

BURPE

TOILET

$22.05 New York City,' $6.15
$7.40 Washington. D. C„ $9.15
$3-49 Portsmouth, N. II. $2.65

SHELDONS DRVG

DAVID G. HODGI

•mertly

Thru excellent reasons (or going by Greyhound SuperCoach—-better service, more sightseeing, extra savings.

Boston,

c

PKG

ALL MAKES—AI.I
Repaired. Adjusted.
MAINE MUSI
TEL. 708.
INK

3 LB

CELERY

25‘
25c
25c

LUX

Co-eoeretioe »‘tkrow, leet its Arty... bet ,t become!
e »lce<are »be« yo« step out io tti.i new "Fe»orMe"
lest
P.rlereted oeMer* YmH SnO it e
red f4»oiilg"— »n fact, «> w<H «« n«m«.

AT THE
Congregational

FOR

RIPE, LUSCIOUS, LOUISIANA

Once you've tried these qual
ity cleaning aids, you'll Join
the thousands of smart wo
men who
formerly
used
other nationally
known
brands but who now buy
White Rail for lev quality at
thrifty prices!

MAKES THICK, RICH SUDS WHITE
SAIL
WHITE
SAIL
WHITE
SAIL

DOZ

RUMMAGE

RADIO SE1

Sail Through The
House Cleaning With
The “White Sail’’
Fleet!

SAIL

LARGE SIZE

SEEDLESS - SIZE 54

STRAWBERRIES

WHITE

LB

Style Ne 731

Miami. Fla..
Philadelphia,

A meeting of Retail
Tuesday night at the i
had 35 present, will
Cummings acting
ceremonies. Lewis Sh
on. Mass., president
Service Grocer . w
speaker, his interest!
efing many imporlat
retail. Frank NeLson
Co. headquarter . out
retail meat program 1

Public supper Salt
0 clock, in St. Peter
menu, baked beans,
hot rolls, ham, j.
doughnuts, coffee. 30 ■

LB

Fmuk

»rt*i

>2

Your choice:
a
Porterhouse
N. Y. Sirloin
Cube or
Bottom Round

Satisfaction
$ or your money
back

LB

1

Boot Metiers

1.97

IDES
NEW SHADES
FOR MEN
4ND
YOUNG MEN
QUALITY MERCHANDISE
AT LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
WE PAY POSTAGE
28Th-tf

A note fn in Don I1
haven, dated Fort Bu
dicates tliat he will rei
weeks studying gent :
It’s a hot. sjxit 95
barracks April 20
back with the Skipi
the popular island bo,
dress is Battery C. 1
4th Regiment, F
Bragg, N C

STEER BEEF

WHOLE OR EITHER HALF

DRESS PANTS

DRESS HATS

HEAVY

SUNHYFIELD

97c

FOR MEN AND YOUNG
MEN
REGULAR
VALUE
$2.50
OTHERS $2.97 to $4.97

Edna St. Vincent
Maine pcet,'ha> tion,
from tile Mile of lie:
nre No Island, Any \
last June alter the 1.
She has pre. inted a
bulance to the Hi:
Ambulance Fund

ON SALE AT Al l. A. A I’
FOOD STOKES

FACE RUMP ROAST
HAMS
COOKED HAMS
SMOKED SHOULDERS

Schooner "Helve
visitor yesterday in 1
bor, though net all
friends wt uld have
ln her present, rig

Justices Albert R
Rumford and Raym
of Bangor, here for a :
Ing. were dinner gut
Attorney Stuart C
Stahl's Tavern in \\
night.

MAY ISSUE
WOMAN'S DAY

Prices also Effective at Camden and Belfast

WORK PANTS

YUKON TONICS

Because their pricese are lower
than could be possible if supplies
were normal, surplusi Blue Stamp)
feeds are unusually good buys.
Whether you take part in the
Stamp Plan or net . . . whether
you buy in A. & P. or eLsewnerc
. . . we urge you to use all tlie
“Surplus" foods you can.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

OVERALLS

WE BUY AND SELL

The Junior Vocal
meet Friday due to
Miss Lotte Mcl.uughl

Get low prices on everything every day!

462 MAIN ST.

<

al Church in w
May 19 Knox Count,
ve’'’lon in it i- md

America’s Finer Tea

SUPER MARKETS

TALK OF TH

April 25 Warren S
“Aaron Slick troni l‘n
April 25- Knox Com,
stltute meets ut Fed
Thomaston.
April 27 Daylight fc
April 28 Women's I,,
at Hotel
id «
April 29 Knox Cum,
aoclatlon (place to be
May 2 Annual meeti
Educational Club
<ji

WANT TO CUT YOUR FOOD BUDGET?

Buy Foods at A&P

Evcry-Othcr-Dj

LARGE
i’/i LB.

$6.00
McLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND, ME.

SOAP

FUNERALH
Ambulance Se

LOAVES

EACH 9<
>U Lu Al>kcL iT

AMERiCA S BEST BREAD BUY.'

3

» 11. 1 SS MAYONNAISE

CAKES | / “

„ ,.,19'
f Mayonnaise of comparable quality. Usually
sells at fancy prices.
....

TELEPHONE
S90 or 781-1 or 1
110-112 LIMEROCK
ROCKLAND,

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day’

talk of the town

tin of a whale varies from '
ic to two feet in thickness.

joyment

April 25 Warren Senior class play.
• Aaron Slick trom Pumpkin Creek ”
April 25—Knox County W.C.T.U In
stitute meets at Federated vestry in
Thomaston.
April 27—Daylight Saving begins.
April 28 Women's bowling banquet
at Hotel Rockland. 8 o'clock.
April 29 Knox County Poultry Aslatlon (place to be announced).
May 2 Annual meeting of Woman's
H. ucatlonal Club at Orand Army hall.
May 3—Knftx Poufona meets with
Hope Grange.,
May 5-Lincoln Baptist Ass'n meets
I, , West Rockport
May 10—American Legion Poppy Day
In Rix'kland.
May 13 Lincoln County Union of
Women's Chib meets at Congregatlon,1 Church in Wiscasset.
-.lay 10 Knox County W C.T U. conv, • 'ion In Rockland.
May 27 — Camden — Doris Heald
aul of Dancing Annual Recital at
Opera House.
June
12- Rockland
lllg’a
School
Commencement.

r Tea

GET?
g every day!
Ia

better table

“SURPLUS” FOODS
ke their pricese are lower
bid be possible if supplies
•mal. surplus (Blue Stamp/
re unusually good buvs.
r you take part in the
I’lan or net . . . whether
in A. & P. or elsewhere
urge you to use all the
p' foods you can.
MAY ISSUE
WOMANS DAY
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BFEF

LB
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t

HALF LB

Continues!

( urn-Fed Steer Beef
I

a■

I

LB

ilify
c

]
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PRINT

The Open Kitchen reopens today
for the season with the same man - WiH Assist Dr. Lowe
agement and the same crew, headed
by smiling Otis Lewis.

Rev. C. H. Emmons, Vice
President General Conven
tion, Preaches Here
Sunday

The name of Miss Patricia Allen
was inadvertently omitted from the
account of the Ballard Business
School party published in Tuesday s
issue. Miss Allen served on the in
Sunday will be a red letter day
vitations committee.
at the local Universalist Church,
when Dr. Lowe and1 his parishionSylvester's team won a decisive
victory over the High School team
last night, to take the Community
women’s league bowling champion
ship. A full report cf the match
will appear in Saturday’s Issue.

The Spring schedule of the Maine
Central Railroad goes into effect
Sunday, with daylight saving tim°.
The new schedule (standard time)
follows. Leaving Rcckland, No 52.
7 1° a- m.; No. 54. l.io p. m.; No. 56,
3.50 p m.; arriving, No. 55 , 9,25 s.
m.; No. 57, 1.32 p. m.; No. 59, 8.50
The Junior Vocal class will not p. m. The Sunday train leaves at
meet Friday due to the illness of 2 45 p. m. and arrives at 9 20 a. m.
Mi Lotte McLaughlin, instructor.
Funeral services for Armand J.
Schooner “Helvetia” was a Moreau, district manager for Para
visitor yesterday in Rockland har mount Theatres, were held at St.
bor. though not all of her old Joseph's Church this forenoon. The
friends wcukl have recognized her deceased spent several weeks in
Florida, recuperating Trom double
in her present. rig.
pneumonia and had been at his desk
only
two months when stricken.
Justices Albert R. Beliveau of
Managers
Lawrence J. Dandeneau
Rumford and Raymond E. Fellows
ol Bangor, here for a referees' hear and Arthur Allaire, and Mrs. Joseph
Rev. C. H. Emmons
ing, were dinner guests of. County Dondis attended the funeral.
Attorney Stuart C. Burgess at
ers will have the honor of enter
BORN
Stahl's Tavern in Waldoboro last
taining cne of t'he high-up officials
night.
West—At Augusta, April 20, to Mr
and Mr,. Charles West (Alice Hellier). of the Universalist denomination.
a daughter Louise Pierce
Rev. Charles H. Emmons of Bos
Staples—At Rockland. April 14, to
Ldna St. Vincent Millay, the
Mr. and Mrs Lester Staples, a son— ton, vice president of the Univer
Maine poet, 'lias donated royalties Lester
Herbert.
salist General Convention. Mr.
Choate—At Charlotte. N. C., April
from the sale of her poerA "There
13. to Dr. and Mrs. Allyn B Choate Emmons will assist Dr. Lowe in
an No Island.. Any More," written (Sarah Olover). a son—Allan Blythe, the. service Sunday morning and
la t June alter tlie fall of France. Jr.
—At Hartford, Conn.. April preach the sermon.
She has presented a canteen am- 13,Frohoclt
to Mr and Mrs. S. Everett Fro
He is a graduate of Tuft’s Col
buiance to tiie British-American hock, a son Stephen Everett.
lege and Tuft's School of Religion.
Ambulance Fund.
He was active in tlie pastorate un
MARRIED
Zwicker-Williams — At
Brighton. til 1918 when he went overseas as
A note from Don Poole of Vinat- Mass., March 30. Murray R Zwlcker a Y.MCja. worker. Returning to
of Boston and Aura Williams of Vinal
liaven, dated Fort Bragg, N. C., in- haven.-By
America he was connected witli
Charles Mackie, J. P
d.cates that lie will remain there 13
the near East Relief as a regional
weeks studying general mechanics.
DIED
director.
In this capacity he
It's a hot sjx)t- 95 inside of the
Osgood —At Camden, April 23. Henry traveled1 extensively, visiting Greece.
barracks April 20.
"Wish I was E Osgood, aged 62 years, 11 months.
15 days. Funeral not definitely ar Turkey and the Holy Land. While
baik witli tlie Skippers," laments ranged
Burial at Hartland
in Greece he had tlie interesting
Jenkins — At Camden, April 23.
(tie popular island bowler. His ad
experience
of being made an honGeorge Jenkins, aged 84 years
Fu
dies. is Battery C, 13th Battalion, neral at Good's funeral home Friday
oraiy member of the Masonic
4th
Regiment,
FARC.,
Port at 2 o'clock.
Thomas — At Lincolnville, April 23. Grand (Grand Orient) Lodge, the
Bragg, N. C.
Rodney W. Thomas, aged 75 years, 21 Scottish Rite, Quoix Rcuge degree,
days. Funeral Saturday at 2 p. m.
from hts residence. Interment In and the Blue Lodge of Athens.
A meeting of Retail Grocers held Searsmont.
In 1928 Mr. Emmons returned
Crockett — At Rockland. April 22.
T it .-day night at the Copper Kettle
Corrlene A . daughter of Mr. and Mrs to active service in the ministry
had 35 present, with Donald G. Harry Crockett, aged 1 years. 10 and was elected to the office of
Private funeral Thursday at 2
Cummings acting as master of days.
p. m. from Russell funeral home. In
vice president of the General Con
ceremonies. Lewis Shave of Brock- terment in Rockport
vention. During the last 12 years
Wellington
At
Medford,
Mass.,
April
i :i. Mass., president of Nationwide 23. Charles S. Wellington, aged 79.
he has rendered destinguished
Service Grocers, was the guest formerly of Warren. Funeral services service to his church as a field
Friday
at
2.
at
Medford,
Mass.
Burial
peakcr, his interesting talk cov- In Medford, Mass.
representative. His message Sun
tiim many important phases of Freeman — At Searsmont, April 20. day morning will be well worth
H Freeman, aged 93 years.
retail.
Frank Nelson of Swift & Preston
Dyer
At North Haven, April 21, hearing.
Mr. Emmons will arrive
Co headquarters, outlined a new Henry Dyer, aged 85 years.
in Rockland Saturday and stop
retail meat program for dealers.
at the Copper Kettle.
IN MKMORIAM
Piiblic supper Saturday?*# to 7
lock, in St. Peters Undercroft;
menu, baked beans, brown bread,
het rolls, ham, pickles, cake.
doughnuts, coffee, 30 cents—adv.

LB

Rummage sale at the TTniversaibt vestry Saturday April 26. Doors
open at 9 a. m.—adv.
47-49
F.ik’s Beano Friday night. $5 door
prize drawn each time.—adv.
10-Th-tf
For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

In loving memory of Wnrren H
Mank who passed away April 23. 1937.
Nothing but memories as we Journey
on.
Longing for a smile from a loved one
gone
None knows the depth of our deep
regret.
But we remember when others forget.
*
His Wife and Children

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Pleasant Valley Grange No. 274
April 1941
Whereas Our Heavenly Father has
removed from the earthly Grange to
the Great Grange above our sister
Susie E Brown, and whereas she was
a Sliver Star and also honorary mem
ber of this Grange, therefore—
Be lt resolved that in the death of
Sister Brown. Pleasant Valley Grange.
No 274, ha« lost a member who was
ever ready and willing to do her share
and who. until her health failed was
a regular attendant: be lt resolved
also, that this Grange extends its'
sympathy to the bereaved daughter
and grandsons.

Be lt resolved too, that our memo-

CURED

LB

RUMMAGE SALE
AT THE
Congregational Church

DOZ

Saturday, May 3—9 o’clock

RADIO SERVICE
ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
Repaired. Adjusted. Installed

MAINE MUSIC CO.
Ne'ap

I

TEL. 708,

LBS

ItOCKLAND, ME.
40-tf

3 LB

PECK

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST

.BCHS

336 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

COSTS

------------------------------- 1 ..... .............

Dance Saturday Night

ITT

11*“.

lualitv-with-economy
ping out best seller,
Ing. It’s iust one of
products, which Are
|jnt >ring >uu more

»r today!

I

ilal badges be worn, and that a copy
of these resolutions be spread upon
our records, a copy sent t-o the family
of Sister Brown, and a copy be sent
to The Courier-Gazette for publlcation.
MAHJETTA C. MOODY.
ADELAIDE I. BARTLETT
Committee on Resolutions.

48-51

FOR

PTS

SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Old and New Dance*
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c, 35c (tax included)

140Th-tf

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at once. Money back if not
delighted. II. A. MARR, Warren
Me. (mailed anywhere In Maine,
$1.00). On sale at CarroIPa Cut
Rate Store, Rockland. lWTh-tl

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sincere
thanks for the many expressions of
sympathy and floral tributes received
from our neighbors, friends, the Cam
den Textile Corp and Hughes Woolen
Mill, during our recent •’e'-eavement.

GRANGE CORNER

HEAVY WESTERN
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Grand View Grange cf Northport
meets today, Thursday, entertaini ing the Neighborhood Group. At
this meeting in conjunction with a
project being carried on by the leci turer, Mrs. Thelma Wood, the
Grange will be opened and closed
by the officers of Mystic Grange.
Belmont. Tne first degree will be
exemplified by Equity Grange of
Belfast and Tranquility Grange cf
Lincolnville will provide the pro
gram. It Is expected that there
' will be a larger attendance than
usual All Grangers are welcome.
....
Knox Pomona meets May 3 with
Hope Grange, at which time State
Lecturer Hartley M. Stewart of
Houlton will be guest speaker and
soloist. Other program numbers
plajined are: Welcome, Elroy Bev
erage; response, Mrs. Bessie Carroll;
4-H Club demonstration, bovs.
leader, Mrs Bessie Hardy.
Reading. Mrs. Helen Wentworth;
pageant, Hope Sunday school; paper,
"How much good is derived from
! radio programs?" Velma Dennison;
i instrumental music, "Home Sweet
Home." with variations, William
Bryant; question, "What is the
greatest need of country women?"
Bessie Hardy, Emily Hobbs and
Addie Marriner.
Musical selections will be ar
ranged by Mrs Margaret Robbins,
musical director of Hope Grange.

* * ♦ *

Although lizards and other mem
bers of tlie class Reptilia to the
extent of more than one species are
common, yet only one kind cf snake
Is known to exist in the French
island-colony of Reunion.

shows Brown ousting the corrupt

manager of a relay station.
Miss ODay displays feats of ex
pert horsemanship and Knight
sings a new comedy number, “I
Don t Like No Cows.” Two other
original songs. "Ride, Ride, Ride,”
and “My Saddle Serenade" are
played and sung by Jimmy Wakely
and his Rough Riders.

Raymond W. Stewart of 135
Mnaell Union street, whose miniature cir
Ames. Chester Leonard. Mrs. Olive
cus has been widely exhibited, found
Weaver. Mrs. Blanche Secotte
a kindred spirit in W. F. White of
CARD OF THANKS
1249 Forest avenue, Portland, who
I wl“h to thank the quick respond
ing Fire Department of Waldoboro writes to the Rockland man that
for Its efficient service, the neighbors he has been collecting miniature
and all who helped In any way to animals for several years, but they
save my buildings from burning last
are made in Europe and it is im- 1
Fr,1<Uy'
Grace E. Borneman
possible to get them now. He hopes
to have a miniature circus of his
A comet seen in 1843 had a tail
own in tlie near future.
150.000 miles long.
According to a reliable authority,
the
United States air transport in
BOSTON TAILORING CO.
dustry
has only reached approxi
Suits Made-To-OnJer
mately
15 percent of its potential
Ladles' or Men’s Clothing Dry Cleaned
market.
Pressed. Repaired or Altered
Special Pants Made to Order
Mrs

Lisle Leonard,

Mrs.

All Work C.naranteed
475 Main Street,
Rockland

BORN

FUNERAL HOME

trable quality. Usually
ncy prices.

TELEPHONES
890 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

ROAST

VITAMINS—PROTEIN —IRON

Heavy Western Steer

PHOSPHORUS —ENERGY

BEEF,

e YES, INDEED, our meat is good . . . because

Boneless five rib—no waste

it’s selected meat—selected for quality, for fine
flavor . . . for tenderness and rich, delicious
goodness. AND it’s good for you, because meat
is rich in good health. Take home a steak today
from cur market for a dinner that will be tops
in good health and good food.

CORNED BEEF

lb 35c

Heavy Western Steer

CHUCK
ROAST, lb.
Boneless—Wasteless

27/

HEAVY

STEER

—BONELESS BRISKET OR THICK ENO.

CORNED BEEF, navel ends and rib cuts ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . •... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pound

12c

STEWING BEEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 35c

SMOKED
SHOULDERS lb.

No Waste—cut from heavy western steer beef.

HAMBURG STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 17c
GOOD QUALITY WESTERN BEEF

PORK
ROAST,

SIRLOIN STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
PORTERHOUSE STEAK .... lb
RUMP STEAK, boneless .... ,b
CUBE STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb

lb.

25c
29c
35c
29c

YOUR CHOICE
BEEF LIVER
1RANKFORTS

lb.

MINCED HAM
STEWING BEEF

SWIFT'S
BROOKFIELD

LB.

BAKED BEANS

BUTTER

ALL PURPOSE

24'/z LB. BAG

“IIOLSUM BRAND’’

lb. 37c

71c

qt. jar 25c

STRICTLY FRESH

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

MACKEREL
DIRECT
SHIPMENT
TO OUR
MARKETS

CRESCENT

SALAD
DRESSING

FLOUR

SHORTENING
3 lb tin 35c

STATE OF MAINE
ALIVE—

LOBSTERS
FRESH DAILY

SATURDAY ONLY, APRIL 26
GUY KIBBEE as

“Scattergood Baines”
also

SHIPMENTS
TO OUR
MARKETS,

Cucumbers, Asparagus, Strawberries, Cauliflower
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF.......................... lge tin 18c

SUNSHINE GRAHAM CRACKERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 18c
LA TOURAINE COFFEE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 25c
MALTEX CEREAL.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg 21c
TO

LB.

“ROMANCE OF THE
RIO GRANDE”

KAY FRANCIS
BRIAN AHERNE
in

Fresh

Shipment
THURS. FRI.

MODERN INDIRECT AND

CARNATIONS
49c Doz.
“Remember a Sick Friend"

TOMATO SOUP .............. tin 8c
CAMPBELLS
CHICKEN SOUP
tin 10c
QUAKER OATS
pkg 19c
RED HEART
DOG FOOD
3 tins 25c
SPAM ......................... 2 tins 49c
RATH'S
PORK SAUSAGE ... -.... tin 17c
BEECHNUT SOUP .... 2 tins 25c
FRIEND’S BEANS
2 tins 25c
B. & M. BEANS ........... 2 tins 25c
CAMPBELL'S
TOMATO JUICE ...... lge tin 20c
PERRY’S COFFEE
lb 19c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE BAR 15c

BAKER'S COCOA .... lb box
COOK’S COCOA
lb box
STERLING SALT
2 boxes
KNOX JELL ............. 3 pkgs

14c
10c
13c
10c

PANCAKE FLOUR ...... pkg 5c
GRAPENUTS ................. pkg 12c
CREAM OF WHEAT
pkg 23c
ARMOUR'S TREET
tin »3c
KETCHUP .............. 14 oz bot 10c
CHICKEN SOUP ........ 2 tins 15c
SPAGHETTI
... -3 lge tins 25c
IMITATION
VANILLA.......... 2 8-oz jugs 25c
SHREDDED WHEAT 2 pkgs 21c
CORN FLAKES ........ 3 pkgs 17o
CANNED OYSTERS .... 2 tins 25c
TABBY CAT FOOD ... . tin 5c
SMOKED SALMON .... 2 tins 2»c
CRESCENT
SHORTENING ...... 3 lb tin 35c
CALIF. SARDINES ......... tin I0«
PARD DOG FOOD .... 3 tins 25c
CELLO BAG TEA '/2 lb bag 25c
KLEENEX TISSUES pkg 500 28c
CRISCO .................... 1 lb tin 18c

CRISCO.................... 3 lb tin 49c
SPRY ........................ 1 lb tin 18c
SPRY........................ 3 lb tin 40c
RINSO ...................... lge pkg 19c
OXYDOL.................. Igc pkg 19c
LAKE SHORE
HONEY .................... 5 lb tin 59c
A. K. O. CRABMEAT...... Un 19c
PINK SALMON............... tin 15c
MARSHMALLOW
FLUFF’ ...................... lge Un 18c
TOMATO SOUP............... tin 5c
BAKER'S
SEMI-SWEET BITS 2 pkgs 25c
HERSHEY COCOA ... lb pkg 14c
CHEF
BOY-AR-DEE DINNER ___ 29c
SWEECO .................... 2 tins »5c

FRANCO-AMERICAN

LUX, 3 for 27c lge 21c
WINDEX,
15c
GOLD DUST, 15c
LUX TOILET
SOAP, 3 bars 17c

SPRY

Try THE
SLSmOTTIOHAUV,
'tw.iMrtcvni
'2S%HSTTF
'SUPSING

—Bengal Brand, praised by pro
fessional tea experts

24 for 17c
MONARCH

PINEAPPLE
JUICE

AU Vegetable
Shortening

RINSO

lge 19c

BROOMS,

ea. 27c

CLOROX, qt bot 17c
SILVER DUST, 23c
3,149c
CAN 18c

YOUR CHOICE!

ORANGE JUICE
TOMATO JUICE
47 OZ. TIN

“SALE AND DEMONSTRATION”
BOTH OUR MARKETS

MRS. KLEIN’S NOODLE SOUP MIX
With Vegetables or with Chicken Pat
IT’S TRULY
DELICIOUS

3 pkgs 25c

Campbell’s Tomato Juice, 47 oz tin 20c 11 Burnett’s Vanilla.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 oz bot 25c

THE

INE

23c

47 07.. TIN

Regular

SUN.-MON., APRIL 37-28

Clearance Sale

earlv—b^.

FOR THRIFTY
CLEANING and
EASY MEALS

with
Cesar Romero, Ricardo Cortez

“THE MAN WHO
LOST HIMSELF”

20c

TEA BAGS

M. G. M. Presents

with
EDWARD ARNOLD
LIONEL BARRYMORE

27p
17c
18c

U. S. NO. 1
POTATOES GRADE
pk21/ SPAGHETTI 3 tins 23c
FRESH, CRISP
CELERY
bch 10/ FRANCO-AMERICAN
NEW
FANCY
bch 5/ MACARONI 3 tins 25c
CARROTS
NEW
LARGE JUICY
ORANGES FLORIDA’S doz 23/
GRAPEFRUIT
5 for 25/

THURS.-FRI., APRIL 24-25

“THE PENALTY”

MAXWEU.
HOUSE COFFEE ............. lb
LOG CABIN SYRUP ... bot
KELLOGG’S ALL BRAN pkg
KELLOGG’S
CORN FAKES
3 pkgs
SWANSDOWN
CAKE FLOUR
pkg

HABITANT PEA SOUP .... tin 11c

BOLOGNA

Ambulance Service

ST.
TEL. M2
ROCKLAND. ME.
M-tf

is rich in Food Essentials:

SAT.

CENTRAL®
rowt

Bottom Round, Cube

MEAT

LEAN, MEATY

CAN BE SEEN AT OUR STORE -

t CLAREMONT

Sirloin, Porterhouse,
N. Y. Sirloin

Chui Selected

EVERY DAY
LOW PRICES

CAMPBELL'S

LB.

CHUCK
ROAST,

Store Lighting Fixtures

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

STEAKS

2' 2 TO 3 LB. AVE.

Ambulance Service
p,mr19c

»»

DIRECT INCANDESCENT

BURPEE’S

BEEF

FLAVOR THAT'S

Me
•ziz I v

BINGO
SPEAR HALL, FRIDAY NITE, 7.30
DOOR PRIZE—CHICKEN DINNER
Two Attendance Prizes, $2 Each
A Free Gift To AU Who Attend
Big Prizes on Evening Game
49-lt

BRANDED

4 TO 6 LB. AVE.

With The Theatres
Humphrey Bogart, ace tough
guy cf the talkies, is at his hard
boiled best in the circus feature,
"The Wagons Roll at Night" com
ing to the Strand Friday and Sat
urday.
“Pony Post ’ a two-gun saga of
the old west is at the Park FridaySaturday, starring Johnny Mack
Brown.
In the supporting cast are Fuzzy
Knight, Nell O'Day, Tom Chatterton, leading character actor; Doro
thy Short, and a popular trio of
western favorites, Stanley Blystone. Jack Rockwell and Ray Teal
The story, by Sherman Lowe,

STEER

MAKE OUR MEAT MARKET YOUR HEALTH MARKET

Evening Star Grange of Wash
ington meets May 1, the lecturer's
prcgrain to be based on Stephen
Foster and Iris melodies. There will
also be a "black face” skit by tlie
men members, and Negro spirituals
will be sung by F. L. Ludwig.

SLIGHTLY USED—VERY LOW PRICES

ISE

PaQfi TRTW
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industry, not only for Its

ition to the manufacture of
gasolines but as a distinct
advance.

CREAMIER
WONDER FLAKES'
FOR

37/

PERRY

I

THAN EVEK

CRISCO

tit cur

Hl CM

49/

18/

DEVIL FOOD
BARS
2 for 25c

FREE
Two $2500 Cash Prizes
2500 other Cash Prizes
Ask How To Double
Contest Prizes

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET

SHOP HERE WITH COMPLETE SATISFACTION. OWNED AND OPERATED BY YOUR NEIGHBOR

r Every-Other-Day '

Page Four

WARREN

ft ft » ft
1£RS IX7UTSE MTIJ^ai
Oorrt-sponaeng
ft ft ft ft
Tel. «r

ft ft ftft
ALENA U STTARKErr
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
TW. •

,

The Baptist Church will hold
worship at 10.45 Sunday with ser
mon by the pastor. Sunday school
meets at noon; Young People's meet
ing at 6.30; service of worship at
7.30 The annual meeting of the
church will be held April 30. All
services will be on daylight saving
time.

NORTH APPLETON

Out Of State Cars

WALDOBORO

GROSS NECK

Ir Every-Other-Day
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Leland Johnson who has been a
surgical patient at the Baptist Hos
pital in Roxbury, is convalescing at
the home of his daughter. Mrs. Carroll Fenwick in Rye, N. H., enroute
to his home here. He is accom
panied by Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. Agnes Hart and children of
Hope were visitors Sunday at O T.
Keene’s.
Frank Morse, of Hope has been
employed at electric wiring in the
Alton Pease residence the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgeburt House and
son of Newcastle passed the week
end with Mrs. House's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Meservey. Mr. and
Mrs. Meservey, Jr., were callers
Sunday in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cunningham
of Augusta spent Monday at their
home here.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cullinan
were dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Cullinan.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl
passed the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Sprowl of Vermont.
Visitors Sunday at George Butler’s
were Mr. and Mrs. Raymond But
ler of Sangerville and Mr. and Mrs.
Merrill Butler and children of
Searsmont.

Alabama

Finnish Relief Committee 4. took
the sum of $114 90 at the enter
tainment held Saturday night at
Glover hall. Program numbers
were: Orchestra selections by the
St. George Players; welcome by
Andrew Juura, master of cere
monies; piano solos, Mrs. Charles
Kigel of North Warren; poem by
Mrs. U. J. Laiho of Warren; tenor
solos by Chester Wyllie of Warren,
his accompanist, Mrs. Wyllie;
speech by T. A. Olson of Union;
gongs by Oiva Kallinen of Wal
doboro, with Mrs Charles Kigel,
the accompanist. Cocked food and
miscellaneous articles were auc
tioned off. with Mr. Juura acting
as the auctioneer. Dancing com
pleted the entertainment, music
furnished by the St. George play
ers.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spear of
Camden were dinner guests Sun
day at the home of Miss Rosa
Spear and Chester Spear. It be
ing Miss Spear’s birthday anni
versary. she received several nice
gifts, including a birthday cake.
The patrols in Troop 224. Boy
Scouts have been named Flying
Eagle, with Earle Moore, Jr., the
patrol leader; and Panther Pa
trol, with Wayne Starrett, patrol

California

Colorado
District of Columbia
Florida

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
(noted by E. O. Pinkham)
North Dakota
Ohio
Vermont
Washington
(noted by Patricia Adams)
Wisconsin
• * * *
Hawaii

Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Simmons and
family of North Waldoboro were
visitors Sunday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Prank Simmons.
Miss Luella Thorne of Warren
visited the past week with Mrs.
Ida Waltz.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
daughters, Pauline and Christine,
and Mrs. Charles L. Eugley made
Mexico
a visit Wednesday in Waterville.
(noted by Forest Pinkerton)
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collett, and
New Brunswick
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Delano of
Quebec
Friendship were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
FRIENDSHIP
Mr. Genthner and Charles Gen
Friendship Temple. P. S., is in
thner were recent callers at the
vited
to meet Friday night with
home of Lewis Havener in Bremen.
Mayflower
Temple of Thomaston.
Mrs. John Crane and two chil
Supper
will
be served at 6.15, and
dren and Miss Marian Eugley of
a
social
get-together
and a pro
West Waldoboro were visitors Sun
gram
will
be
enjoyed.
day ab Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Sidney
Carter of
Fairhaven.
Geele s.
Mass., spent the weekend at his
Mr. and Mrs. John Simmons leader.
home here.
and Miss Annie Kaler passed the
Under the direction of the
Miss Hazel Winchenpaw of
weekend in Rockland.
selectmen, work preparing a pub
Recent callers at the home of lic dump at North Warren has Dutch Neck was a recent visitor
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner been begun, the old quarry across at the home of Mrs. William Wot
were Mr and Mrs. Deering Genth from the abandoned house to be ton.
ner and children of Medomak and used. A back stop will be erected
Mrs. Myron. Wotton and infant
Elmer Prior of Friendship.
child have returned home from
there as a safety measure.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Simmons of
Miss Marguerite Haskell, who Mrs. Lizzie Thompsons.
Bath visited the past week with has been visiting her parents Mr
Clayton Oliver and George Para
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons.
and Mrs. S F. Haskell for a short dise of Fairhaven, Mass., passed
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley has been vacation, has returned to Rose the weekend at the Oliver home.
a recent Damariscotta visiter.
mont (Penna> College, to resume
Milton Wallace of South Waldo
James Winchenbach of West
her teaching duties.
boro is boarding with Mrs. Blanche
Waldoboro visited Sunday with
Work of setting in the traps, Wallace for two weeks during the
their daughter, Mrs. Ralph Eugley. spout, and flash 'boards for the absence of his mother. Mrs. Flor
Clarence Richards returned Sun catching of alewives, wa.s begun ence Wallace who is in Boston.
day to Friendship after spending Wednesday morning under the di
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses has employ
tlie weekend with his family'.
rection of William Stanford, the ment at the home of Mrs. Gertrude
fish agent. Four days will be re Studley.
Approximately 50 percent of the
quired for the work, and fishing
Rev. H. W. Van Deman is at
honey produced annually in the can be begun as soon as the fish tending the Maine Methodist Con
United States comes to man in its
run opens. This season thus far ference in Houlton.
natural form, the balance being is over two weeks ahead of last
Mr. and Mrs. Bird Jameson are
consumed in the manuufacture of
year.
In
1940,
the
delay
was
on
a trip to North Carolina.
baked goods and confections.
caused by the flood waters, and
Gertrude Oliver returned Sun
the traps wore not set in until day from Saco where she attend
ncofli tropical skies May 13th. According to records, ed the Western Maine Pythian Ju
the traps have been put in as early bilee. Mrs. Oliver goes to Brooks
as April 5 some years, and other today to assist in organizing the
years as late as May 18.
Silver Crown Temple, P. S.
Edwin J. Kalloch, who spent the
Winter with Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Town hall. Specialties will be fea
Boggs, has returned to North tured between the acts and a full
Warren.
two hours’ entertainment given,
Tlie barn connected with the followed by dancing in Glover hall.
Ellsworth Borneman place, has
Leads in the play arc being taken
been taken down.
by Eugene Cogan and Madeleine
Rev. L. Clark French will speak j Haskell, versatile comedians, with
on ’’House Cleaning’ Sunday mom- i this fine supporting cast: Virginia
aujaiis i|ou
ing at the Congregational Church. , Moody, Leona Jones, Leon Mathews,
I .. Miami awaits yoo, Raskin tha
The evening service will be held Curtis Tolman, Jeannette Overlock
sunshine of golden daya and the
at 7 oclock, and Church school . Committees are: Property, Joan
cooling tweezra of atarry inghta.
Smith, Stanley Robinson. Harold
will meet at 9.30 a. m.
A COMPLETE vacation ia yours
Mcore,
Edward Barrett: costumes.
Meetings of the Pilgrim Club ,
— at El Comodoro Hotel, easily
Glenice French, Natalie Spear,
have
been
suspended
for
the
j
accessible to all activities. Rates
Spring and Summer season, ex- : Elizabeth Kenniston, Mary Drew
are from 12 SO tingle to 14 00
cept for special meetings to be ett; tickets, Lowell Moody and Da
douhle. Attractive season rate*.
vid White; publicity. Evelyn Smith,
called.
250 newly redecorated rooms
Lecn Mathews, and Paul Oxton;
Mis. Annie Atkins Spear, recov
with hath Our air cooled coffee
ushers and candy, Kathryn Maxey,
ering from three weeks’ illness has
shop ia famous for iU fine,
Charlotte Mcore, and Bertha An
been well remembered dirring that derson.
moderately priced food Popular
time with cards and gifts.
Cocktail Lounge.
The senior class play is one of
the outstanding school events of
Senior Class Play
Peraooal Dlraetioa
JOSEPH H ADAMS. MANAGER
Under the direction of Miss Car the Spring. Great care is taken
olyn Hayden, second assistant at with the coaching and the entire
the High School, the senior class production. The proceeds will bene
A W HIST JTtllT Ar MCOHO AVI
play. "Aaron Slick from Pumpkin fit the senior class.
joilH »M» VIA,
tOUNO
Creek.” a comedy in three acts, will
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
be presented at 8 Friday night at

WASHINGTON
Mrs. Clara T. Hibbert
Mrs. Clara Tuner Hibbert, 80.
widow of John M. Hibbert died in
Hartford. Conn., where she was
spending the Winter with her
daughter Mrs. Clydia Kahrman.
She was the daughter of the late
Ulmer and Martha Brown Turner
cf Liberty and spent her early life
in tliat town until her marriage,
when she came to this community
and had since resided here, with the
exception of Winters passed in
Connecticut.
Mrs. Hibbert was a devout Chris
tian and had lived as such, always
cheery, with a good word and smile
fcr everyone with whom she came
in contact. To everyone she was
just "Gram" and will be missed by
all her relatives and friends whom
she delighted to visit.
She leaves three sons, Clarence,,
Ralph and Arthur; one daughter;
several grandchildren, four great
grandchildren, and other relatives.
Services were held Sunday con
ducted by Rev. H A. Nutter of Wal
doboro The flowers were numer
ous and beautiful, silent reminders
of the love of those to whom she
had been devoted. Bearers were her
three sens, son-in-law and two
grandsons. Interment was in the
family lot in the Town House ceme
tery.
Those from out of town who at
tended the funeral were Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Hibbert, son John and
daughter Mary cf Medford, Mass.,
Ralph Hibbert and sen Alvah, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Hibbert and son
Gerald of Middletown. Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Kahrman and son Reginald
cf Hartford, and Mrs. Irene Overlock of Lincoln, R. I

ST. GEORGE
Shirley Fuller returned home
Monday from Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Anderson have
moved home from Bath for the
Summer.
Lena Jones and Hilma Olsen
called Tuesday on Shirley Fuller.
Misses Margaret and Mary Mc
Kay are visiting their aunt Mrs. Al
mond Hall.
The Kallio family have returned
home for the Summer.
Mrs. Sarahf Caddy visited Mon
day at the heme of the Kerswell's.
Lucy Robinson was a caller at
Mrs. Percy Jones’ and Emma Gilchrest's recently.
Wilford Robinson is confined at
home with a severe cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hilt moved
their trailer Sunday to Bath.

A New Kind of Cm.and A Pint of Gas
the hundreds ... by the
every week — more and
BYmore
people are changing to Nash.
thou

sand',—

What’s behind it?
The most amazing performance
eser built into a lowest-price car—
and one pint of gas will prove it
to you!
You'll sec it prove this big Nash
can go up to 30 miles on a gallon
... and do more than 500 miles to
a tankful — and still out-ride, outhandle, out-steer every other car in
the lowest-price field.

You’ll see it prove the extra com
fort of Nash’s soft coil springs on
all four wheels . . . the extra ease of
Nash's Two-way Roller Steering.
You’ll also learn Nash has the
widest seats in the lowest-price field
. .. the famous Weather Eye Condi
tioned Air System ... even a "Sedan
Sleeper” Bed for vacation trips.
And before that one pint is gone,
you’ll know why Nash owners say:
"For my first 4.000 miles, averaged over

A

The New England District As
sembly convenes this week in
Fitchburgh, Mass. The presiding
officer will be Dr. H. V. Miller, who
at one time was superintendent of
this District and now one of the
general superintendents. The W.
F. M. S. and N.Y.PB. hold their
annual convention Monday and
Tuesday. Evelyn Danforth is at
tending these conventions and will
be present for the entire assembly.
The church has called Rev. Lloyd
Gordon as pastor for the coming
year. He will commence his work
May 4.
Rev. J. W. Ames, wiil deliver
Sunday his closing messages, as
pastor of this church. Worship will
be at 10; Bible School, 11.15; N. Y.
P. S., 6; evening service at 7. The
NTYPS. will be in charge of the
vice president. Helen Cramer. The
topic will be “The Bible ”. Prayer
meeting tonight at 7.30.

EAST LIBERTY
Mr. and Mrs. John I. Adams re
turned Friday to South iLynveboro,
N. H.. after spending a few’ days at
their home here. Mr. Adams came
to supervise the burning of his blue
berry land.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Howes spent
the weekend with relatives in Free
port.
Fire of undetermined origin re
cently destroyed the house, shed
and henhouse on the Arthur Esan
cy place, owned and occupied by
Elmer Davis. Mrs. Davis was alone
with two children when the fire
was discovered. The alarm brought
a large crowd of people who suc
ceeded in saving nearly all of the
first floor furnishings. The house
was partially insured. The family
has moved into the Benner house,
owned by Mrs. Nellie Lincoln.

SEARSMONT
A group of members of Quan*abacook Lodge, F.AM., visited
Phoenix Lodge of Belfast.
The Woman's Society held an all-

Senate By Cose Vote
Revives the Sales Tax
Proposition

Quality Hosiery

enno
THiS 816 SEDAN
J
U U X BUYS
UUu-'tratMl'i Amh»'*»dor "ft00" 4-Door
T

Sedan

■ jar

At all •tare* •riling toilet good
(«|»o In IO/ nnd S91 im i

25 miles a gallon. Can’t tell you how
pleased t am with the wonderful pep of
my Sash.”
J. W.W„ California

ONLY NASH

"The ride is great, mileage—swell— 28
miles a gallon!”
E. W.. New Jersey

OFFERS

Why don’t you come in today—
and let a pint of gas tell you what
this new kind of car can do. You,
too, will change to Nash!

All THIS

ROCKPORT, MAINE

rSMOOTHER RIDE...Only low-1
I price car with Ceil Springs on
AM Fowr Wheels.

EASIER STEERING . . . First
low price car with Two-way
ReMer Steering.
ROOMIER. .. Greater Seating
Width. You can have a "Sedan
Sleeper"
Welded Body-andSAFER .

79c

A GALLON!

Fraas ___

rattle-proof.

^NASH
ANO SAVE MONEY EVERY MILE

SEWING machines oiled and ad
justed $1.
Rebuilding a specialty.
BOX 254. Rockport
47*49
MEN. Women! Want Vtm? Stimu
lants ln Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up
bodies lacking Vitamin B-l, Iron Cal
cium, Phosphorus. Introductory size
only 35c Call, write C. H. MOOR St
CO., and all other good drug stores.

TOMORROW

FOR SALE

Wlnttii^toi
in
si
Church in the ab^hf < 4 i
tor. Re'- Kenneth Cook

Mrs. Carroll Gregory i>
Monday from Union, where
Af*

NEED YOUR CARE TO-DAY
Through 90 yean many wise mothen and
fathers have found Dr. True’s Elixir a valuable
ally when their children required a laxative.
Thia medicine aids in promoting bowel action.
Agreeable to take. For young and old. Use as
directed on the label.

Dr.Trues Elixir
FAMILY LAXATIVE

I

TO

USET/Zz

Jamous home rooking a
Il you’re like countless hoiut n
every day, you want one Hour 11
tour baking needs—pies, cat
breads. And you want a Hour
—one that's always uniform
what Gold Medal ’’Kitchen tcsou. This8U|X‘rtor, all-purpose 1
the finest selected wheats- an
lested it cannot vary in baking
give it a final bake lest, in honi
make double sure it will act rit
Try Gold Medal Flour with i
recipes, inside I he sack—exce
guaranteed every time! That's i
oinj! No wonder more women
“Kitchen-tested" than anv oti|

VALUA
Build a tut
redeeming
quality siiv
Community
offer also rr

GOLD ME
Britto’s Market

Brown’s Market

Carleton French & Co
First National Stores
Great A. & P. Tea Col
• Ktichen-iesird” is a registered tnu1

Rockland.
43-tf
FOUR-room heated apt. to let auto
matic hot water. At 15 Summer St.
H M FROST. Tel 318-W_______ 39-tf
FURNISHED

apartment

to

let

»•

LARGE ice refrigerator for sale, very , 100 Union St. LEOLA ROSE
41-tf
suitable for country store on eome
i
OFFICE
to
let.
centrally
located
farm where ice is available. It came
from an A. A- P
market which steam heated, low rental. TEL 133.
40-51
changed to electricity. Original cost __________
$210 For sale very low. H W. LOOK.
FOUR unfurnished rooms to let
Tel 703 ___________________________49 51 with sun porch and toilet. Inquire
SEPARATOR for sale; 2 oil brooders. 12 Knox St.. TEL 156-W.______ _31Jf
Ncsco roaster; oil stove and oven;
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. MRS
small electric water heater.
TEL FLORA COLLINS Tel 579-W’ __ 39-lf
1199-WK__________________________ 49*51
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let
MOPSF built 30 ft bv 8 ft. power Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
boat for sale GROVER C. WALLACE, tral Station. Rent reasonable Inquire
Matinicus, Me.
______________ 49*51 M. ARMATA. The Men’s Shop. Main
39-tf
EIGHT-plece oak dining room set & Park Sts.. Rockland.
for srle
Inquire L. B WARDWELL.
12 Jacobs Ave., Camden.
49-54
PIGS for sale. Yorkshire. Chester.
GIEASON HILL F.ARM.
Tel
4-5.
Union.
49-51
WANTED To Buy: A 7-9 room hou-FEW shares of Knox Woolen Co.
stock for sale
Can accept or reject with bam or garage ln or near Rock
land. Olve location, full description
bids. Send bids to "B ’ care of Cou
rler-Gazette.
49*51 with photo and price. Write "J ca"1
Courier-Gazette office______ 50-51
HOUSEHOLD furniture, dishes, re
GIRL wanted for general house
frigerator. rance, etc. for sale
MRS
work and rare of entail child MR-'PAYSON. 38 Knox St., Thomaston.
49 51
49-lt LEIGH, 558 Main St . Tel 596
Two experienced waitresses wante’l
UPRIGHT piano for sale at 15 Ocean
St
Apply to MRS SAVILLE, at Mrs at HOTEL ROCKLAND_________ 49-50
Marshall's. 9 Ocean St.
49 51
MIDDLE aged man wanted for light
1929 STUDEBAKER Beach Wagon farm work, few rows, one horse One
for sale, good condition, heavy 6 ply that can drive car if necessary BOX
tires. $65 HOWARD LAPE. r„ Milton 41. Damariscotta Mills, Me._____ 49*54
Jones. South Hope.
49*lt
TWO waiters or bus boys want'd
LIBERTY fisherman 14-ft. for sale; $40, found transportation MRS HAW
16-ft. canoe, also sponson; 21-ft. In LEY. 780 High St.. Tel 725 Bath
49-lt
board boat; new dory 13 ft.; two lad
ders, 16 and 20 ft.; cook stove; two
POSITION wanted as hou.ekeepe
parlor heaters; two heifers, two and or practical nurse
Write "T" care
one year KENNETH KNIGHT. Rock
Courler-Oazette.
49-51
port
18*50
I want a home, will buy. rent rr
STRAWBERRY plants for sale, at board
Write C. C. GOVE. C.en
Glencove W C. LUFKIN. R D. Rock Boston, Mass.
49*51
land, Tel. 44 3.
48*50
~DROPHEAD typewriter
waited
DARK loam lor sale, first class, de ln good condition State price and
livered
RICHARD MAKIE. Tel 553-M size
MRS MELVIN WOOD. Belt-.'
West Meadow Rd.
48*59 R.F.D. 4
49’1
ELECTRIC range for sale; also 2
AVAILABLE at once' Rawletgh Route
mattresses, one new. one used and a of 800 families. Only reliable men ne$30 linoleum border at 13 cost Apply apply. Good profits to willing worn
ANZALONE BARBER SHOP. 477 Main ers. No experience required Write t_St.. Olty.
22*24 day RAWLEICiHS. Dept MED-162-ZB^
ROUND oak white enamel wood or Albany. N. Y or see H E Bean ’
43*A-4J
coal stove for sale, electric plates on Main St., Rockland. Me.
end
Call after 6 p m. week davs.
Reliable couple wanted to start *
P A. SIMMONS, 32 Shaw Ave., Rock poultry farm as lf lt were thetr own
land, Me.
48-50 ln Lincoln County on Comm I* ion
IRON Age Potato Planter for sale; basis. Good opportunity. Year round
home.
Furnish references and de
also harness and other farming tools
FLORES C WEILM LOFMAN. Rockville, Me
48*50 tails of yourself
MAN, Kaler's Corner, Waldoboro
1937 FORD coupe for sale, good con
43-TH-49
dition. not used for 2 years. 4 real
PLACE to board child wanted t«
buy—only $210 TEL Warren 3-41 48 tf
afternoon or eventng.
TEL
A hydraulic dump and a mechani
cal dump. SAMUEL ARCHER, Spruce 108 North Main St. ,
Head
47.49
MALE. Instruction
Ambition- 'p'
who would like to become expert Wei
38-ACRE farm ln East Warren for ers.
We will train you quickly
sale, also plough
seeder, fertilizer
hours to hours to qualify ’
hlller, digger. AUSTIN SNOW R F D spare
Jobs In Aircraft. Shipbuilding an
1. Thomaston.
47*49 other
essential Industries Men train
REGISTERED Hereford yearling bull ln gas and arc welding have steaa
work,
top wages Training include
and Hereford steers. EUGENE FEY
LER. R D 2. Waldoboro.
47*49 actual shop practice. Free
Write for facte.
UUI mb*
P’ILLING station and grocery store service.
INST., care Courier-Gazette
P
on Route *• TEL 8187 or
yoj-w
47*49
TWO men wanted at once f < egrocery routes in
/
RIGH dark loam for sale for flower tabltshed
Average earnings $25 weekly
wu
Bardens and lawns. Delivered. Small MR
EDDIE,
Box
367.
Newark
N
amount of loam can be bought at
residence for houseMeadow
plants. Rd
WILLIAM
s
PART time housework wanted
2 o’clock on, BOX 632. City
MIDDLE aged woman wanted
’
care for elderly woman ln Warren 1
39*51
KIMBALL, Rockport. Tel. Camden 762. lage Call at 154 SO MAIN ST t;

WANTED

47*49
ftcre* for
7-room
house, barn, garage, good well, elec
&nd
gravel pit tine
l',5.r..sSDLEY

THE TRUE

John

preach Sunday,

I

In Everybody’s Column TO LET

/W ECONOMY
UP TO 30 MILES

' Rev.

Crepe-de-chine

Pricw delivered here Include

qF

Mrs. Meredith Trefrey w
jy.cn at home for two week
Tuesday to New Hatfn
L-liere Mr. Trefrey L emp;,
v.,cht Althea.

New

standard equipment, federal tax.
Weather Eye. 'Sedan Sleeper" Bed.
White Side Wall Tires. Bumper Guards. optional extraa.

OTHER MODELS AS 10W AS $000 D^^ret4

A A

URB OSCAR O. UAHK
Ctarrespondent

$

Shorter Skirts Call For

day meeting recently at the vestry,
partook of dinner, tacked a quilt
and did sewing. A business meet
ing was also held.
John W Hunt visited the past
week at the home of his brother,
Milbury F. Hunt, in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Littlefield of
Kittery were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Wilfred Cross.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bliss Marriner
and family of Portsmouth, N. H.
are spending a few days at the home
of her father, Eben Cobb. Mrs.
Sarah L. Burgess of Union and Mr.
* « • •
and Mrs. John T. Burgess and fam
Retail sales tax legislation,
ily of Waldoboro were callers Sun roundly defeated last week in the
day at the Cobb home.
Mr. and Mrs. George Matthews Maine Hcuse. yesterday found
of Belfast visited Sunday with her favor in the Senate, 17 to 15. The
proposed two percent tax was
mother, Mrs. Belle Howes.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Luce of Bel linked, in a combination measure,
mont were visitors Sunday at Mr. with a plan to exempt from real
estate taxation the flrst $2,000
a»d Mrs. J. W. Levenseller's.
Rev. Mary Gibson is attending value of homesteads. Among those
the annual Maine Methodist Con who voted in opposition were Sena
tors Elliot of Knox and Stilphen
ference in Caribou.
of
Lincoln.
Mrs. Anna Shure and son Melvin
of Springfield, Mass . have been
spending a few days at their Sum WEST WALDOBORO
mer home here.
Mrs. Jennie Stahl who has been
Mrs. Olin Bonnin of 9kowhegan spending the Winter with her
visited at the home of her sister, daughter in Brunswick has returned
Mrs. Colby Howard a few days re home.
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchen
Fred Dean of Camden was a re bach, James Winchenbach and Mrs.
cent business caller here.
Georgia Boggs were Portland visi
Mrs. Margery Norris of West tors Tuesday.
Springfield. Mass., who has been
Mrs. Mary Nash is confined to her
visiting her mother. Mrs. George
Davis, went Saturday to Portland, home by illness.
Mr. and IMrs. Dewey Winchen
where she is employed
Leland Cushman who has been a bach visited Mr. and Mrs. Perley
surgical patient at Knox Hospital Benner Sunday afternoon in Lawry.
in Rockland, returned home Sunday.
Percy French has employment in
Miss Blanche Palmer, Bible Rhode Island.
teacher, visited the schools Monday.
E. E. Gowell of South Portland
was a business caller in this place
recently.
New Under-arm
Ralph Johnson has employment
Cream Deodorant in Portland.
Mrs. Reuben McCourt and Mrs.
Winnie Demuth of Massachusetts
Stops Perspiration are visiting Mr. and Mrs. diaries
Kaler.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland and
Mrs Irvine Genthner were recent
Portland visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Genthner
and family were in Augusta Mon
day.
Mrs. Hudson Eugley was in Ells
worth Saturday to attend the fu
1. Does not rot dresses, does
neral of her grandson.
not irritate skin.
Mrs. WfiJ’am Thorne and Miss
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
Luella
Thame of Warren called
right after shaving.
Tuesday on Mrs. Dewey Winchen
3. Instantly stops perspiration
bach.
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odot
from perspiration.
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
less vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.
25 MILLION jar* oi Arrid
have boon sold. Try a jar today 1

SENTEIUCRANE'S

The "teachers' tenure" bill was
returned to the Committee of Con
ference Tuesday with the report
CIS
that it was "unable to agree ’ on a
solution of the differences 'between
the House and Senate. The House
had refused to pass the bill, while
the Senate had taken an opposite
course. Unless one cr the other
recedes from its stand the bill will
automatically be killed.
The Judiciary Ccmmittee submit
ted an evenly divided report on a
bill which would transfer the
bureau of institutional service to
the Department of Health and
&
Welfare. A majority of the com
Nylon's only rival
mittee favored a redrafted bill
3 Thread, 45 Gauge
requiring the Commissioner of
Institutional Service to be an
experienced administrator in that
type of service and that all
f ,
'mV
institutional heads be directly re
Do not confuse this with the
sponsive to him.
crepe hosiery that we have <<
Seven members of the same com
fl
carried
for some time.
mittee reported they were opposed
to a bill creating a Department of
Ask to see this new hose
Health, distinct frem the present
Department of Health and Wel
fare . The bill would provide for
OTHER OUTSTANDING HOSIERY VALUES
two separate departments, each
with its own officials.
AT SENTER CRANE’S
The same committee reported
X
r|}J.'
unanimously for a bill removing
“Val Doree,” Service, Ringless, pure silk .. .69 ft
from the Executive Council the
parole board duties present law re
“Silvereine,” Chiffon, 3 thread, ringless................ 69 'J
quires of it. The bill wculd place
parole responsibility on a board of
three consisting of the Commis
£ “Mystery,” Rockland’s wonder hose.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 55 0
sioner of Instiutional Service and
"any two persons appointed by the
No-Mend! Archer! Mojud! Gordon!
$
Governor.”
Present law provides the board
shall consist of the Commissioner
of Institutional Service and "any
two members of the Executive
Council'' appointed by the Gover
nor.
The Senate Tuesday concurred
with the House in submitting for
Advertisements ln thia column no,
TENAMENT to let. six rooms, bitli
to exceed three lines Inserted once foi and
an unfavorable committee report a 25
garage at 52 Plearant St Newlv
cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad Ilnlshed
Inside Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
bill exempting from the plumbing ! ditional lines five cents each for one
ST.
________________________________
49-51
code persons living in towns or ! time. 10 cents for three times. Five
FURNISHED apartment to let pt
small words to a lino.
plantations with populations of less j
283 Main St. V. F. STUDLEY Tri
1154 or Tel 330._________________ 48-1{
than 3000. Amendments to the bill
MODERN 4 or 6-room rent to let
would provide that the code should LOST ANDFOUND
garden, garage; one partly furnished
- -- 19
---------------------Call
GREEN STti.
. rhomaston 47-52
apply in all commercial eating
BROWN and white shaggy male
TWO-room furnished apartment tn
places and to all public or private
puppv lost Thursday noon. Call 835 let Hot water, gas. use of bath ?3
camps catering to guests or camp or
notify ELMER NEWMAN. 9 Willow Cedar St.. TEL 865-J___________ 47*49
St._________________________________ 47*49
ers for pay.
FURNISHED 3 room apartment with
Legislation to legalize the sale of
NOTICE Is hereby given of the sun porch to let at 5 Orove St ; aho 7room
house and garage at 27 Chestnut
of savings book numbered 2454
hard cider went to a Committee on loss
and the owner of said book asks for l St ISADORE GORDON. Tel 299-W
Conference when the House and a duplicate in accordance with the ___________________________________ 43-tf
provisions of the State law
THE ,
SEVERAL tenements to let largi'
Senate were unable to agree. The THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK, by H
and small. Call at C. M BLAKE Wall
F Dana, Cashier.
43-171-49 1 Paper Store, 662 Main St.. Northend
Senate opposed the bill.

MISCELLANEOUS

C. F. SMITH
TEL CAMDEN 2320,

Nazarene Church Notes

ARRID

VINALHAVEN

At The Capitol

UNION

2“ ->» »'•

farm Tor sale tn Washing
ton, wood and lumber Would exchange
landPr°^CrM rtv™‘r>niaston or Rock77?.moverlock- 115 ■“’IK;

R.wt?
2®£Y$,’i$

$14*50^?
$8 Der ton

Per ro°t. fitted. $1.50;
1130 M B * c39g

atove, nut
fi®1- Household soft coaJ
8l’*‘ New Rlver ®oft.
o pmRv^,Q’9..^n del- M B * c.
u. FERRY, 519 Main St.. Tel 487 39-tf

Here’s a NE’
SOFTNESS an

the remarkal

This year you can If
facts... and some of
RIDE facts in print
“Ride-graphs" we

They explain wha
call the outstandih
provement of the y
In addition to "SI
Springs,” many otht
ments help build tin
Ford ride (see bottor
Drive this big hat
Ford ... and you'll

UPRIGHT’piano ln good
wanted, plain case preferred.
44-tl
MUSIC CO.. Tel 708
~ FURNTTliSEtf' Wanted tn ’’Ph"'*"',
called for and’ delivered T J
INO. 19 Birch St . Tel. 212-W
34

Eggs And Chicks
CI.EMBNTS Red Chicks and
croaa pullet chlcka are available i
ahlpment during AprU and May
,
not have the moet profitable strain
at reasonable prices? Hatched in
best equipped sanitary hatcher
the State Personal attention to e
order. Send a postal card for fr«’ .
page Illustrated catalog and price i ■
Tel. Winterport 39-24 collect for ru,
orders
CLEMENTS BROS

Some 8.000,000 Indians comprise Winterport, Me.
appi'oximacely two-fi(ths of the
present population of the Repub COURIER-GAZETTE WANT
lic of Mexico.
WORK WONDERS

w
ROCKLA'

rery-Other-tJay '

I

EverY-°ther~DaV?

ftockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April

: tended Orand Officers’ night at
Orient Chapter, O.E.S.
Edmund Andrews returned Mon
ft ft ft ft
day from a visit with his sister,
MJ® OSCAR O. LAMM
Mrs. Ida Shea, in Rockland.
Correspondent
The Antique Club met Monday
with Mrs. Blanche Swears.
jjrs Meredith Trefrey, who has
Mrs. Sada Robbins was hostess
I' ,n at home fcr two weeks, went Wednesday to The Tournament.
Mrs. Linnie Smith returned Mon-;5sday to New Hatt>n , Conn., cay
from Bangor.
[ fre Mr. Trefrey is employed on
The
Non Eaters met today with
Lht Althea
Mrs. Blanche Kittredge.
John WhitUn&ton will
Rev.
Mrs. Leon Arey will entertain the
Sunday.,
Union Night Hawks tonigflt at her heme.
m the
>he pasBeulah Gilchrist will be hostess
’ Rev Kenneth Cook.
Ftiday night to the Mother and
Carroll Gregory returned Daughter Club
/or.day from Union, where she atFred Anderson, Benjamin Pat-
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TO W&Kitchen-tested FLOUR

fuse this with the
y that wc have
jme time.
this new hose
VALUES

silk ..

janious home cooking authority
7?

.69

;ss .

Gordon!
£

li \ou re like countless homemakers I hear from
evei 'lav. you want one flour that's suited to all
,our baking needs—pies, cakes, pastries and
ure,i '< And you want a flour you can count on
-one that's always uniform. That’s exactly
»• it (.old Medal “Kitchen-tested” Flour offers
, (,u This superior, all-purpose flour is made from
e finest selected wheats—and so thoroughly
sifil it cannot vary in baking action. We even
t ve it a final bake test, in home style ovens, to
ake double sure it will act right in your oven.
[rv (.old Medal Flour with our “never fail”
rp.-ipes, inside the sack—excellent results are
guaranteed every time! That’s real baking econm\ No wonder more women use Gold Medal
Kitchen-tested” than any other flour!

ick, Daniel Middleton, Charles DEER ISLE
Newbold and Clyde Orcutt have
Mrs. Harry M. Beck has returned
employment at Wild Cat.
from a visit with relatives in Wor
Fred Chilles and John Chilles
have returned to Whitinsville. Mass. cester, Mass.
Russell Brown is attending an
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Nutting
and Mary Neilson visited in North electric welding school in Portland
George E. Sylvester is employed
Haven Sunday.
in
an airplane factory in Hartford,
Union Church Circle will serve
Conn.
supper tonight at 5.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell spent
Zwicker-Williams
the weekend in Boston.
Aura Williams, daughter of Wil
Mr. and Mrs. D Jewett Noyes,
liam and the late Jennie Roberts and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon MacKaye
Williams, was united in marriage and two children of Stonington
March 30 to Murray R. Zwicker cf were guests Sunday of the Walter
Boston, the marriage took place in ; scotts.
| Brighton. Mass. Charlc., Mackie,
J. P. peilormed the ceremony.
NORTHPORT
Tlie bridal couple were attended
Miss Charlotte Saulisbury of
by Lou se Buckley and Matthew Braintree. Mass., is visiting her
Puglialno. Both bride and maid of parents. Mr. and Mrs. Harvard
honor wore blue and a corsage 11 Saulisbury fcr 10 days.
roses
Miss Donna Fuller daughter of
The bride is a former resident of Mr. and Mrs. Dcnald Fuller of
this town, a graduate of Vinalha Searsmont is guest of Mrs. Ida
ven High School Class of '36. Por Coose.
the past few years she has had em
Mrs Eda Dodge who has been ill
ployment in Boston. The groom’s in bed is somewhat improved.
occupation is that of interior deco
Mrs. Pauline Butler and daugh
rator. The newlyweds, are located ter have arrived at their Summer
at 395 Beacon street, Boston.
home at Brown's Corner.
Mrs. Zwicker is passing a few days
Mrs. Thelma Wood and Mrs.
this week in her old heme town, Pearl Hifts spent a day recently in
the guest of her aunt Mrs. Rena Wiscasset as guests of Mrs. Lester
Roberts Johnson.
Skillin.
Mrs. Willard 'Thompson and son
David
have returned home after
SOUTH WALDOBORO
spending
the Winter in Van Buren.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Winchen
Thompson will spend the week
bach are visiting their daughter, Mr.
ends at home.
Mrs. James McAleer in Richmond,
Allan, son of Harold Beach, for
Virginia.
merly of tliis town is making his
Miss Barbara Pitcher of Boston home for the present with Mr. and
spent the weekend with her parents, Mrs. Kenneth Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Pranklyn L Pitcher. Mrs. Joel P. Wood has returned
Mrs. Clarence L. Harding of Au home from Boston where she un
burndale, Mass., motored here Sat derwent observation an& treatment
urday, calling on Mrs. Pitcher and at the Deaconess Hospital.
visiting her daughter. Mrs. Ralph
Simmons in Friendship.

LINCOLNVILLE

VALUABLE SILVERWARE COUPONS

PERSONAL

Build a full aet of lovely Medality Pattern Silverware by
redeeming coupons packed in Gold Medal sacks. Fine
quality silverware—genuine Tudor Plate made by Oneida
Community Silversmiths. Special part cash, part-coupon
offer also made.
to let, six rooms, bsth
52 Pleasant St Newly
Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
___________
48*51
apartment to let at
V F. STUDLEY, Tel
0.___________________ 48-tf
or 6-room rent to let,
one partly furnished
ST, Thomaston 47*52
furnished apartment to
Kfts, use of bath. 23
865-J_____________ 47*49
3 room apartment with
Pt at 5 Gro.e St.: also 7d garage at 27 Chestnut
GORDON, Tel. 299-W
_________________ 43-tf
enements to let, large
ill at C. M BLAKE Wall
Main St.. Northend
________________ 43-tf
heated apt to let. autoter
At 15 Summer St
Tel 318-W.
39-»f

ASK ANY GROCER

Joe — all it forgiven! I don't

blame you for getting mad at
my baking. But everything’s
going to be O. K. from now on.
I’ll bake you a different cake
every day, if you want me to.
Because with Kumford Baking
Powder I can use any good
recipe. ... I don't, have to
worry about the different quan
tities required by sj»eeial ty[X'8
of baking powder. \\ ith Rum
ford I just use the amount the
recipe calls for and 1 get per
fect results everv time. Better
flavor, richer crust, and moister
crumb. Come back and see!
FREE. Send for new booklet,
containing dozens of bright
jdeas to improve your baking.
Address: Rumford Baking
Powder, Box J, Rumford,
Rhode Island.

*

LISTED BELOW TODAY FOR

GOLD MEDALS FLOUR
Britto’s Market
Brown's Market

Co.
First National Stores
Great A. & P. Tea Co.

Carleton French &

Jameson’s Market
Lineken’s Market
Packard’s Market
The Perry Markets

Woodcock’s Market

Kt i fn-tued" is a registered trade mark ol Gbnksal Mills, Inc., Minneapolis. Minn.

Ernest Mahoney who passed the
Winter in St. Petersburg, Fla., has
returned home.
Students of this town attending
Camden High Schcol are enjoying
a week’s vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gray and
son Norman motored Sunday to
Waterville where they were guests
of Mrs. Gray’s daughter, Mrs Rich
ard Wadlin.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Miller, ac
companied by Henry Ccmmett and
Doris Miller visited Sunday with
Mrs. Grace (Miller ) Phelps in
Ellsworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie H. Gray' and
Dcnald Weymouth of Portland
passed the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Dickey.
Misses Velma Basford and An
gela Basford cf Camden spent
Sunday at their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hodgkins cf

Page Five
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GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Miss Eleanor Nelson entertained
recently with a party at her home
on High street. Games furnished
fun and refreshments were served.
Those present were Misses Mary
Luce Elaine Risteen, Dorothy John
son, Ellen Stein, Raymond Stein and
Arthur Anderson of Thomaston and
this place, Robert Waterman, Mal
colm Jackson and Kenneth Drink
water of South Hiomaston. Invit
ed but unable to attend were Miss
Audrey Simmons and Eugene Fales
of Thomaston.

Blink FIRST of
u......

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
Today more than ever you

Service Sunday in the Finnish

Church will be held at 1.30
Mrs. Robert Carey Is visiting in
Massachusetts.
Miss Ellen Stein is spending a
vacation from Thomaston High
School with her mother in Bath.
Mrs. Ellen Nelson and daughter
Eleanor went Monday to Quincy,
Mass, where they will be guests
this week of Mrs. Nelson’s brother
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Harjula
Charles Stackpole has built a 500hen laying shelter and a number
of chick shelters.
Among the items of Spring prop
erty improvement are: Mr. and Mrs.
John Niemi have made improve
ments in their kitchen of running
water, new sink and cupboards. The
work was done by Matti Molander.
Mathew Torpakka is having his big
barn repaired by Mr. Knott of
Thomaston. William Harjula is to
have an addition built onto his
house. Charles Stackpole is the
master carpenter and has already
begun work. The new neighbor,
Robert Carey believes in diversified
farming. He has hens, chicks, tur
keys, cow. calf and a lamb. Among
the many different things he has
planted are peach trees. Maybe
some day this part of the road will
be Peachtree street.

Lot your First National Store

Lewiston -were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dole.
Mrs. Alice Reynolds and daugh
ter Joyce cf Camden were recent
visitors at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Dickey.
A business meeting of Union
Cemetery Association will be held
May 5 at 8 o'clock at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Morton.

SOUTH WARREN
Mss Mary J. Lord has returned
to her home in Wells after being
guest the past week at the home of
Mrs. Ada Spear
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Libby and
young daughter Jane of Belmont,
Mass., have been recent guests of
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Leavitt are
visiting their daughter Mrs. Alden
Beals In Marblehead, Mass.
Walter Bucklin has started work
on his new barn to replace the one
lost by fire last December.

safeguard your food bud
get — hero you will find

savings ovary shopping day

of the year.

The Men’s Shop, Main
ockland.
39-tf

:d
Buy: A 7-9 room house
farage ln or near Rock< ation. full description
1 price. Write "J" care
• ofUce
_______ 50-51
ted for general houseof small child
MRS
(aln St . Tel 506
49 51
enced waitresses wanted
ISLAND__________ 49-50
pd man wanted for light
ew rows, one horse On1*
re car If necessary. BOX
itta^MUls^Me._______ 49*54
or bus boys wantrd.
-portal-ion MRS HAWSt Tel 725. Bath
_________ 49*It

MIRABEL

BAG

24'i LB

the remarkable "Slow-Motion Springs

STRAWBERRY - RASPBERRY
PINEAPPLE - BLACKBERRY

This year you can look at RIDE
facts... and some of the clearest

RIDE facts in print are in the
“Ride-graphs” we show here.
They explain what thousands
call the outstanding ride im

provement of the year.

.*

In addition to “Slow-Motion
Springs,” many other improve
ments help build the great new
Ford ride (see bottom of graph).
Drive this big handsome ’41
Ford ... and you’ll discover a

SOFTER, SMOOTHER, QUIETER

ROOMINESS too, as the Orange
“Measuring Stick” proves. Total

up all you get in the 1941 Ford,
and you won’t find any close sec
onds for sheer money's worth!
You also get a really good deal
on your present car...Come in
and DRIVE the 1941 Ford!

2 LB JAR

TOMATO
JUICE

VANILLA

I PT - 8 oz
TINS

SPICED HAM H°RMELS E
LIBBY'S CORNED BEEF

a horml

■'

i.itt'.1.

1 IB

• 1 i«-nm*mHi'jn*T’T"’rr:'n'p

Richmond

FRUIT

2LaB.27c

SALAD

A LUXURY COFFEE AT A THRIFTY PRICE

ILB-I4oz TIN

2LL,!37c

VACUUM PACKED - DRIP OR REGULAR

ROCKLAND, MAINE, TELEPHONE 475

WALDOBORO. MAINE TELEPHONE SI

•kb iQineouauiB bib tot lonsoa nunaus t

LB TIN

I LB . lot
TINS

23c

i! M awwuBmTPgmrnwm! (I’HHwiUBWimiiiBHi!;,

VINALHAVEN
• & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
KOCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Haot, Swan’s
Island and Frenehboro

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
«*• M
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
*730 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 330
830 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2 45
93ff Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30

uo-tf

VEGETABLES

FRUITS

CALIFORNIA, TABLE, LARGE

LARGE SIZE

GRAPEFR’T 4 for 19c ORANGES
FLORIDA—JUICY—EXTRA LARGE

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO

19c

DEL MONTE

John Alden 2b.l,!33c

NOTE: FIRST IN PROVED ECONOMY!
The big 1941 Ford was first in its class
in this year’s big, official Gilmore-Grand
Canyon Economy Run.

A9c

’1’WMHif

A POPULAR COFFEE AT A POPULAR PRICE

Copley

J

IOc
49c

ILB-I4oz
TIN

FRESH COFFEES

Kybo

Tn’

FREESTONE ELBERTA
VARIETY IN DELICIOUS
HEAVY SYRUP

BROWN bread 2 t £ 23c

> STOTEM,
SEATS than evor-boforo!

37c

PEACHES

FINAST BRAND - - - FULL OF RAISINS
I LB

S-vXyXX

pkgs

YOH GARDEN

S5C

12
BAKED beams 2 TINS
£»oz 23c

....... .

ETC

'•

FINAST - - THREE VARIETIES - - SLOW
BAKED IN NEW ENGLAND BRICK OVENS

!

2

delicacy

FINAST - - MADE FROM SELECTED RED
RIPE TOMATOES AND CHOICE SPICES
14 or
BOTS

oi

BOT

iol 39.

A NEW ENGLAND FAVORITE FOR YEARS

id Chick*

ILBIIoz $5c
TINS

BREAD

pu'KJt

KETCHUP

flAVOF/

Ford dealerl

‘fte’ A1C

14 OZ TINS

Showing how, with atiffer, faster-acting
springs, effect of bump on passengers in the car
ia bound te be both greater and longer-lasting.

id' delivered T. J. Pl/®1”;
h St , TeL 212-W.
34-1

PKGS 13C

PILLSBURY'S "noA!*1
COMSTOCK'S
SPAM
meat

W___

For the best deal in
town, see your local

8 oz

JAR

FINAST PURE

st

BE WISE...BUY NOW!

LB.

With its golden brown crust
and fine white texture it is
always a favorite with
the whole family. Makes
delicious crisp toast.

RASPBERRY and STRAWBERRY

Slow wavy line shows how the sensational new
Ford "Slow-Motion Springt" smooth out
the Ride after car travels over road bump.

COMPARE WITH TRIE

OZ
TINS

ZD

FINAST
FANCY QUALITY

SPINACH

"OLDE"
STYLE

RIDE-GRAPHS TELL THE STORY!

ride than any previous lowprice car ever had —front seat
or back, over good roads or bad!
This year’s Ford is first for

ROLLS

APRICOT - CHERRY

NEW FORD RIDE

I

PKGS

CRYSTALINE SALT
CRABMEAT FANCY GEISHA

JUST WHOLE FRUIT ANO
GRANULATED SUGAR

A '

SOFTNESS and SMOOTHNESS —built on

LGE.
PKG

PURE
CO-OP. BRAND

MAPLE SYRUP

PRESERVES

I

»o

UR WONDERS

BAG

FANCY

LOAF CHEESE WHITE or COLORED
ILBI2oz
WHITE
PKGS
WHEAT CEREAL SPRAY

PURE FRUIT

and you’ll choose the 41 FORD!

Tel 706 _____________

-GAZETTE WANT ADS

PASTRY

SMOKED
5-8 LB. AVE.

PRESSED FROM SELECTED
RED RIPE TOMATOES

THE

LBS.

PURE

RINSO or OXYDOL
CORN FLAKES 2
Toilet Tissue4
Grapefruit H,
3
MARVO
;“15c
SHOULDERS

Takea boob Lone LobkANBA BOOBTjmRiBe!
Here’s a NEW kind of ride—new in

LB.
PKG.

CLOVERDALE
MARGARINX

FINAST
BREAD
24 V-i LB

1 LB JAR

piano in good condltl"’’
in case preferred. MAIN*

>d Chicks and Clem:ks are »»all»bleJJJ
April and May Why
met profitable
Ices’ Hatched In trie
sanitary hatchery
nal attention to every
ostal card for free 1
catalog and price l»
39-24 collect tor rus“
NTS BROS.

Stamps in our Rockland Stores.

FLOUR

The chair.stitch sewing machine
was devised by J A.E. Gibbs, a resi
dent of Virginia, in the year 1856.

usework wanted, from
DX 632. City
«7JJ.
1 woman wanted to
woman ln Warren yli4 SO MAIN ST. Cltr

IB wanted

CREAMERY

I LB
ROLL

wanted aa housekeeper

nurse
Write “T” care
tte.___________________49-51
home will buy, rent cr
C C. GOVE. Gen D*’
____ 49*51
typewriter desk wanted.
(itton State price and
4ELVIN WOOD. Belfast.
49*51
t once’ Rawlelgh Route
Only reliable men need
roflts to willing work
ice required. Write to
ll S. Dept MED-162-ZB
or see H E. Bean 57
I andMe_______
ile wanted to start a.
s If It were their own
iunty on Commission
iportunlty. Year round
h references and de
f
FLORES C WEILCorner, Waldoboro.
_______________ 43-Th-49
trd child wanted Call
evening.
TEL 100®'?.:
i st____________ 48-.>Q
truction
Ambitious men
ke to become expert Weld 111 tram you quickly in
to hours to qualify
craft. Shipbuilding an*
lal Industries Men trained
arc welding have steady
wages Training includes
practice. Free placemen
le for fact*.
UTILITT^’
Courier Gazette.______ inted at once for cs
v routes tn R«-lcland
Is 125 weekly.
Write
* 367. Newark. N.Jm>

BROOKSIDE

We are glad to co-operate with the Surplus Food
Commodities and will accept Orange and Blue Food

BUTTER OLEO
37c LARD

opart

I.EOL A ROSE
41-tf
let, centrally located,
low rental. TEL. 133.
40-51
hrn Ished rooms to let
~h and toilet. Inquire
TEL. 156-W_________ 31 tf
‘t at 15 Grove St. MRS
INS Tel, 579-W
39-tf
lement with bath to let.
:ed Opposite Maine CenTent reasonable. Inquire

'Sarin^/

have to make your food

dollar go as far as possible.

doz 35c

NEW

ORANGES 2 doz 49c CABBAGE 3 lbs 15c
LARGE BCNCH

TABLE WINESAP

APPLES

4 lbs 25c CARROTS 3 bch15c
FANCY

FRESH

D’LIONS

CRISP

box 15c SPINACH

ST’BERRIES
CALIFORNIA SUNKIST, LARGE

LEMONS

3 bchs 15c

3 lbs 15c

FRESH

3 lbs 17c

FINAST

doz 25c CELERY

2 bchs 25c

Every-Other-Day
Page SIX

Royally Entertained

THOMASTON

Rockport Seniors and
Camden Teachers Receive
Glad Hand In Capitol

«
BHIRJ.EY T. wn.T.TAMH
CcnTc.spondenl
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

Cards received from the Rock
port High School Seniors say.
“Having a wonderful time in
Washington.” An unexpected fea
ture. and one cf the happiest
j
events
of their stay in that city,
j
was the luncheon party tendered
them by Representative Margaret
J Chase Smith of Maine at the
Capitol.
The table was set in the wide
corridor between the speakers
dining rocm and the small dining
room reserved for the members.
The Rockport group were also
very fortunate in meeting Senator
White of Maine as they came
through the Capitol Building on
the way to the House for luncheon,
and he took them on to the floor
of the Senate, which was not in
session. It is very rare that an
outsider gets to the floor of the
Senate Chamber.
The Camden-Rockport teachers’
group who are also touring Wash
ington were entertained at lunch
eon Tuesday at the Capitol by
Mrs. Smith.

Rockland Tourists and
“White Fluff” Cross 13
States; Seeing Much
Of Interest

ROCKPORT

CA*t*A SHOWS
-

THE BEST SIDE

Bedrooms and
Halls. Beautiful tin is that are
so pleasing to the eye! A dur
able finish that is so easy to
keep clean! And a product that
is so easy to apply, without
brush-marks! Dries to a good
gloss.
___

PORCH.FLOOR AND
DECK
ENAMEL
89c
A
Per Quart

DRAWCUT
LAWN MOWER

16-INCII

$6.95

Atractively
priced,
this high-grade
finish combines
the durability
of a tough
enamel with the

This mower is especially de
signed to give you a good rubber
tired machine at moderate cost.
Non-skid rubber tires promote
quiet eperation. eliminate an
noying vibration, protect the
wheels from breakage and pre
beauty cf
__________
vent defacement of trees and
charminr floor colors lo provide buildings. Equipped with tena weather-proof, water-proof inch wheels and five draw-cut
and mar-resistant coating for blades.
Interior and Exterior Floors.
Porches, Boat Decks and Con
BAMBOO RAKES 89c
crete.

MAIN 51 HRRDUJHRES
„ PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE .n
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to carry firearms, make searches and Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and!
yourself in the Tipuani River. If
Deputy Ernest Gray of the
seizures, make arrests, and o a
you came in too fast and overshot
the necessary evidence.
Knox County sheriff s department J
Continued from Page One)
• • • •
you would come to. if ever, in the
Sheriff Ralph Miller of LineolJ
Being a Further Account Challana River.
cf narcot'c smugglers are to place
Frank Batchelder of Boston ex County; and Deputy Sheriff Her!
Of Capt. Bill Wincapaw’s
. The other way of landing here i the contraband in watertight con plained counterfeiting activities bert L Miller of the name departi
Experiences “Flying Gold” was up the Maperia River. In tainers and hide them in oil and and the work that his department | ment; Leo McCarthy of the u s|
order to do this it was necessary , water tanks on vessels. We have was doing to combat this menace,
In Bolivia
Customs at Portland; Chief 0<l
to get as low as possible in the } found some of these containers stating, that the secret service has Police
Harry Sylvester of Camdei.f
sealed
in
a
freshly-laid
cement
(Third Installment)
( river gorge with wings just miss- j
cut
counterfeiting
from
what
was
,
Captain
I. J. Perry, commandinj
platform
in
a
certain
ship's
locker
It was decided to look further ing the banks. Tlie river here
a
two
million
dollar
inread
cn
the
'
officer
of
Company a of tlie Cud
room.
Sometimes
they
throw
the
down the Tipuani River for an makes a tight figure S. When
other site for gold operations. The you finish the tight S the end of metal containers overboard just be Treasury a few years ago to less toms Patrol at Bangor; and E \v|
site they picked out was Guanay, the runway is just on the bank fore the ship docks, after which an than $700 000 and said this could Fitzpatrick cf the custom
a Small village I have mentioned of the Challana River. This meant accomplice fishes them out of the net have been accomplished with ice from Portland
out the aid of. local peace officers.
before. The ccmpany had the that you would have to slip your ■ water.
HAIL AMERICA!
Some
people
attempt
to
smuggle
Mr.
Eatchelder shewed a motion
geologist make a test and found plane in order to get down on the j
| For The Courier-Gazette
in
diamonds
or
watch
parts
by
con

picture
describing
counterfeit
ac

plenty of geld. Therefore it was end of the runway. Here again
America our very own
up to me to go down and see if was a fast maneuver, with no mis- j cealing them .in every imaginable tivities and how to detect bogus
We plan to keep yon ourplace
such
as
fahe
bottoms
in
suit

Throw defiance to the windI could locate another site for calculations or you would find ' cases and trunks, hollow heels, false money.
And to all foreign powers
James Hogan of the Alcohol
a temporary’ airport. I spent two yourself in the Challana river or running boards on automobiles, and
Arm ourselves to our very tn • h
Tax
Unit
spoke
briefly
on
the
duBuilding warships fleet on n,.,.,
weeks, with a gang of Indians for if you overshot the field you
So the ocean east
bindings of books. Precious stones } ties of his department. Lieut. J.
guides, locating what I thought ycu would be in the T.puani River. |
And the ocean west
may be hidden in cakes of soap, Edward Maiks cf the Maine State
Shall sail our very best p .sr^
was a good spot and the only one There was no ^hanging ycur mind cigarettes, in their hair or in in
' Police represented Chief Weaver
We shall build
near Guanay that would make a as there is not room in these gorges numerable places.
A fleet of aeroplanes
1 and promised any aid to the fedgood airport.
to turn your plane around.
That
will hide the sun;
We do not deceive ourselves into i eral authorities that was within
Au<l every true American
It was an old sand bar grown
I took two of the PAA. pilots thinking that we detect and seize
Will be glad to hold a gun
over with Jungle growth. It lay into Tipuani and Guanay airport all merchandise that is attempted the power of his department, exTo all persecuted men
Throw open our doors;
parallel with the Maperia River, fcr a sight-see.ng trip.
They to be smuggled, but the law is •‘■o j plaining that certain equipment
We 're proud to be American
.
had
been
recently
added
to
his
between the Tipuani and Challana claimed afterwards they did not severe that when a violator
On Freedom's shores
de units and officers trained in its
rivers. When the airport was fin see how we could do it day after tected he received penalties that
So calm we wait
Our faith In Ood;
ished it gave us a one-way field day. They claimed the only way he long remembers. So much of the use. The State Police are now
That right not might
1203 feet long. This was rather they cculd see to get the plane smuggled goods are seized and the equipped with machine guns, gas
Shall be lord
And Freedom live
small to land our planes in carry on these airports was to get ever penalties are so high that smug equipment and automatic rifles
Upon our sod
to
be
used
in
national
defense,
or
ing about 1350 kilos. It meant the runway and spin in. One of gling is now a highly unprofitable
' Forever!
J. M lleau.iei,
for any emergency where they
landing with locked brakes to keep these pilots was a first line man. business.
Rockland.
W
from overshooting tlie runway Had flown in China before com
Customs officers perform a service may be needed.
Warden Welch conducted the
and finding yourself and plane in ing to South America. Before in the protection of life and health
A new Army Camp near DeRiJ
the river.
starting out I invited him to sit of humans, animals and plants—in group on a tour of the Prison cell ! der. La., is to be named Camp Po.kl
, for Leonidas Polk, who became firsj
Theie were only two ways to get up foiward with me in the co the examination and seizure of pests blocks and shops.
Present
at
the
meeting
were
Episcopal Bishop of Louisiana
into it. One was by coming down pilot’s seat.
and infected or diseased animals
the Maperia River passing over
We took off the La Paz Airport and plants which importers attemDt Lieut. J. Edward Marks and Pa 1841, and who was a general
Stanley
Poland
and I the Confederate Army. He u.,1
the village of Guanay, dragging with our usual load and started to bring into the country. And the trolmen
the wheels of the plane over the climbing to get over the range. As Customs Agency Service is tlie in Harold Mitchell of the State Po killed in action by a cannon .shot!
thatched roofs; crossing the Tipu we approached the mountain range vestigative branch of the Customs. lice; Richard Jones of the U. S. in tlie Battle of Pine Mountain. Gi]
ani river and putting your wheels I noticed that my friend had Its officers have Federal authority Coast Guard at Southwest Harbor; lJue 14, 1864
dowm on the end of the runway. gone to sleep. I thought nothing
If you undershot you would find* *•
of this at Jhe time, knowing that
these boys were heavy drinkers. I
Oh! I can’t. Oli Mister (on his figured that he had had a hard
knees* I don't like cats. Oil! Mis night the night before and was
ter!” White Fluff hadn't liked the getting some sleep, as neither fly
boy either. She sat rigid
ing or even setting up forward j
Off to the reads we went, over with me was no thrill to him.
the mountain; we went over the
As we approached tlie range I '
meuntains right on into the famous noticed that the mist was high and
Skyline Drive in the Shenandoah that I would have to get up to at
which reminded me of the Alps of least 19.000 lect to get over tin* top.
Switzerland. C.C.C. boys were at My friend by this time had
their jobs picking up fallen rocks slumped, over the control wheel and
or chopping away at winded trees. was bothering me some in handling
The ticket taker’s house, flying Old the plane. I gave him a gentle
Glory, Ait across the road from his shove over in the corner out of
woedheuse, for here King Winter
my way. We got over the top of
had brushed the slopes with snow
the
mist dodging a few peaks that
Picnic grounds and lockout places
are
always ready to scratch the
pleased. Up, up, a little mite higher,
bottom
of ycur plane as you go by
Big Meadows topped a peak. At
unless
you
know where they are.
the summit of Hawksbill Mountain
We
were
now over the jungle
we were at an altitude of 4O4£« feet!
Below a crazy patchwork design and the mist was a solid blanket
accentuated last year's gardens. at this altitude as far as you could
Then we went tumbling down. see. The last weather report from
down, down, as the levels flattened Tipuani in the jungle had given
out and were caught up and tied in me a 390 meter ceiling over the
place by a knot of bright blue lib- surrounding hills, which are about
ben—the Shenandoah River. Over 7.003 feet high. I decided to gQ
the 97-mile scenic highway (at a down through this mist until I
cost of $4,500,000) we had passed reached 9.C30 feet and if there
from Waynesboro to Front Royal. were no clear spots at this altitude
paralleling the Appalachian Trail. we would climb up through to the
We crossed Rag
*• Run and entered♦ top again and return to La Paz
West Virginia, gazing at the curve’s as you have to do this kind cf
sign: "Curve. ’Round here they flying many times. Th's kind of
use Esso.” The pasture land re flying is all instrument work. As
sembled that of New England. Just we approached the 9.000 foot alti
a wisp at the waist of this State tude I noticed that my friend
and we were in Maryland.
had come to with a start and
In Maryland we saw the first looked around with a dazed look.
trolley car of the trip, and we went All he cculd see out the windows
tripping past that into Pennsyl was a solid fog. As wre dropped
vania, where snow was not expect the fog or mist began to get black
ed. Snow fences were rolled up.
Here it's the latch-string for tea. er and blacker. I knew that at
At Strausston two Lttle girls were any moment that we would break
the only persons strolling the out over the jungle somewhere.
As we followed the river bed.
street. We weren't looking for per
we
were now ever, after coming
sons; we were looking at the dear
little stubby chimneys with the tin- out of the mist, my friend asked
me where we were. I told him we
TAILOR-MADE” RUGS
pan hats.
would
be in Tipuani in about five
“Defend Your Country” signs we
left behind, to go wallcwing through minutes. After we had landed at
plenty of mud in New Jersey. But Tipuani he asked me if the j
The vibrant colors of these new Beauva.o
the homing pigeons didn’t mind the weathVr was always like that? I I
rugs form a perfect background for your
mud. An owner was just releasing told him that it was this way at i
three of these birds, perhaps to hear least 75 percent of the time. He '
life at home, whether you prefer modern
i note back heme of the skimmed concluded that this particular t
or traditional furnishirgs. Choose from 59
over brooks, buttoned-up trees, route was over the worst piece of j
patterns and colors available in “Tailor- •
winter-coated men and women. flying country in the world.
Made” sizes for every room. Deep pile is
Pussy-willows peeped above the
From Tipuani we flew to Guanay j
sign that pointed 8 miles to Union. which is. down in the jungle still
closely woven for extra-long wear. It pay
For the hungry or thirsty trav farther and about 803 feet lower.
to invest in “America’s Favorite Rug”.
eler the Watermelon Bar offered This is a much smaller and harder
Tomorrow, judge for yourself.
slices on ice; the Woodshed offered airport to get into as I have men
steaming coffee. Smiles cf beau tioned before. After we had land
ties bowed to its, smiles of girls ed my friend got a great kick out
BUDGET PLAN PAYMENTS IF DESIRED
who had used the home State prod of the different type of Indian
uct: Ipana, Dr. Lyons, and Lister- than he had seen at Tipuani. Still
ine—-signs that kept poking out he was only six or eight flying
among the belching smokestacks.
minutes away from his last stop.
A high ride over the Pulaski Sky
Here at Guanay he could see all
way and we landed in the big city
types, as Guanay is a trading cen
witli its welcoming temperature of
313-319 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
38 deg. Deserted and cold looked ters. He also got a great kick out
the Normandie at its dock. Over of seeing the balsas (log rafts they
the beautiful parkways we hurried, use on the rivers for transporta- •
tion) and the balsercs who handle
on into Connecticut.
In the Berkshires there’s beauty these boats.
--------On our way out frem the jung’c j
with no signs. There’s the begin
z7—
—
ning of real New England Churches, to La Paz we had to fly at 20 000
whese spires cast shadows in the feet after we had got on top of j
Hcusotonic River. We passed the the ceiling. I noticed my friend [
Picket Fence and Fudge House, to sucking on the oxygen tube. Right
enjoy a bite at the Panfry. We ahead of us was the tip of Huayna
drove through Thomaston, by Pur- i meaning ycung) Potosi Moun
gatcry Brock, lighted by bonfires. tain which is 23.100 feet high ac
And we smiled at the Bow-Wow cording to our altitude meters. On
offering somthing to eat. (In Miami the tip of this mountain there is
a Bow-Wow is the dog sheet or a small flat spot of .solid blueist
pregram).
A
toboccoy scent colored ice, which is the highest
brought us to the tobacco barns part of the glacier. I decided to
LEAN, TENDER
—
near Rockville, its Crystal Lake of give my friend a thr 11 by touch
ice edging Union.
ing the wheels cf the plane on the
sun.,™
“Frost Heavens,” signs marked ice as we went by. This we did.
Massachusetts Salt and sand ate As soon as my wheels touched I
BONELESS, TENDER—CUT FROM HEAVY WESTERN BEEF
up the snow along the roads.
throttled back on my motors for
Tlie last morning out we two rearms. One was that there
watched the beginn.ng of the most was a drop of better than 6000
destructive storm of tlie Winter. feet to the Alto from the top of
CHOICE RIB
KIEINEY
Fluff didn’t care. She did not
this mountain; seccnd the weather
once meew. Her exact little meascondition told me that there would I
uring-st ck told her new that New
Hampshire was passed her house be a strong up draft of wind as ;
FRESH GROUND, LEAN
LF4IN. TENDER
soon as we passed over the peak, j
was “down the road a piece.”
So with 13 States behind us we The latter hit us as we got over.
lb 23c
arrived in the home State one day With the motors throttled back I
CENTER CUT
v,, >RIDA SEEDLESS
too eafly to avoid toll on the Carl we shot up abcut 500 feet with |
the
nose
of
this
old
tin
goose
ton Bridge The storm was raging
Fluff stretched from her waiting pointed down. To give you an
position, sniffed at the peltling idea the strength of this wind it
snow’ through the open doer, and took this Tri-Motor-Ford which
leaped from the car. 'We were in weighs abcut two ton, and tossed
it arcund like a glider.
our backyard!
Leah R. Fuller

The Homeward Trail Adventures In Andes

(Seccnd Installment)
Sometimes
a city flings its scent
The Knox Ccunty Institute of the
of welcome a long way past its
W.C.T.U. will meet at the Federat
frent portals. Tis true at Wlned vestry, Hyler street, tomorrow at
stcn-Salem. Tobacco sniffers we
10.30 at which time the day's
all
were, poking cur heads to read
program will begin with a worship
the
biands: Prince Albert. Camel
service led by Mrs. Edith Kilborn
cigarets, and Pine Hail Pipes let
Mrs. Nina Leach will lead in the
happiness begin at home. A wom
salute to the flags. At 1045 there
an dressed in faded blue shook
will be a talk on Christian citizen
dahlia bulbs at us as we drove
ship by Miss Alena Young of Rock
along to Virginia.
land This will be followed by music
Pei haps the youngsters were en
and the offering. Rev Kenneth H.
forcing
the speed law of 55 miles
Cassens cl Rockland wilk also speak
here,
for
down the steep sidewalks
during the morning. After a box
•heir roller-skates pitched them in
lunch at noon the program will
the mi’d tobacco air. Or was it the
open at 2 with a worship service
smokehouse smoke beyond Pigg
led by Mrs. Roy Clark of Appleton,
' River that treated the very delec
followed by “Information Please,’’
table Virginia hams? A bit later
with Mrs. Clara Emery, Mrs. Clara
sweet-smelling
apple
fragrance
Sawyer and Miss Margaret Cran
filled
the
car.
But
when
we went
don At 2 45 an open forum on
over the mountain “Sold Out” was
“Responsibilities of County and
all that we could see.
Local Officers” will be conducted
Together now. we found ourselves
by Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert of Ap
•sirgng “In the Blue Ridge Moun
pleton. The speaker cf the after
tains cf Virginia” as hotels remind
noon will be State Police Lieut. J
ed passing motorists of the famous
Edward Marks.
Announcements
men: Stonewall Jackson, Robert E.
will be followed by the closing hymn
Lee,
Patrick Henry and Farragut
and Aaroniz benediction.
prizes were awarded thus: Progres On the cliffs’ edge perched castle
Mrs. Grant Staples of Gardiner sive auction. Mrs. Arlene Drink- like houses. Cars by the back dcors
visited Monday with her sister. Mrs. water, Mrs. Evelyn Moody, and Miss prebab’y wore their old togs—1940
J Edward Marks.
El za Whitney; pivot auction, Mrs. plates—1 ke those we passed near
Mr. and Mrs. Rodnpy Dinsmore E. A. Wing, and Mis. Faye Stetson; Oic’ Cloverdala»Mill, where a young
of Ix)ng Island. N. Y. are visiting contract, Mrs. Lilia Elliot; dcor strawhatted girl sat digging danher parents, Mr. and Mrs Arthur prize. Mrs. Matie Spaulding: grand dandelion greens, dropping them in
Mossman.
prize, Maynard Spear.
a yellow basket.
A shipment for British Relief
Joseph Bradlee lias employment
Even though we were far from
sent from here yesterday contained home, we were attracted to homein Bath
Joseph Bradlee has employment eight pairs cf sea boots, 16 helmets folks. We simply must not pass the
and 31 pairs of service mittens, lime quarries at Eagle Rock, on the
in Bath.
Friend.-hip Temple. PJS. will be made by voluntary knitters, and two James River. With the McNamara’s
guests ol Mayflower Temple Friday layettes prepared by the local chap our answers flew.
for supper at 6 15 followed by an ter of tiie American Red Cross. Tlie
A robin. And a second thrill with
entertainment and social evening. knitters were Mrs. Flora Rice, Mrs. tlie crossing of the Natural Bridge,
Mrs. Susie Newbert, Mrs. Mertie Mary Waldo. Mrs. Minn e Gamble. one of the seven natural wonders
Grover. Mrs Kathleen Studley, Mrs. I Mis. May Cottam. Mrs. Helen Dana. of the modern world. A clear sky
Celia Grafton and Mrs. Katherine Mis. Alice Macgowan, Mrs. Henrietta aided tlie brilliant illumination for
Crawford comprise the supper Shaw, Mrs. Kay Lunt, Mrs. Char the pageant held 215 Ly feet under
committee and Mrs. Crawford is in lotte Gray, Mrs. Josephine Stone, the bridge. We two alone witnessed
charge cf the entertainment. A Mis. Lavinia Elliot, Miss Blanche tlie event, sitting on green benches
rehearsal for those taking part in Raysor, Miss Nell e Gardiner, Miss tossed cn a snewdrift (our first
the program will be lield tonight Helen Carr and Miss Estelle Moore. 1941 snow). True we were cold but
Carl J Swanholm has had a we were delighted to commune with
nt 7 o'clock at the hall
Mrs. Carrie Thomas went last telephone installed, number 196.
the mumbling waters that had been
Mrs. Ltira Libby Mrs. Naomi El- following the same course fcr per
week to Danvers, Mass., to visit
lliot and Mrs. Ada Beattie were the haps a million years.
friends.
We-Two Club members met at committee in charge of the monthly
Breakfast over at Hotel Natural
the hmoe of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Federated Circle supper held Tues Bridge, D— sent the colored boy to
Stcne Monday night for supper and day at the Federated vestry. The the room to get the baggage. I
a social get-together. Dr. and Mrs. tables were attractively arranged went to the car. Time elapsed. The
E. R. Moss were assistant hosts and to represent the four seasons. bey did not appear, so D— went to
others present were Mr. and Mrs. Spring with violets and pussy-wil the ream. There in the hall with
Warren Knights Mr. and Mrs. lows, Summer with boats, Autumn, the room door wide open stood the
Robert Mayo, Mr. and Mrs. Iatw- with Autumn leaves, and Winter boy, pale-colcred. with both hands
rence Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. For with a snow scene. Although hte over his face, trembling and saying:
rest Grafton, Mr and Mrs. Elmer attendance was smaller than usual, “Oh. mister, I can't go in there.
Ingalls, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen over $10.00 was netted.
Mrs Olive Fale.s and Mrs. Mar
Lavender and Lieut, and Mrs. J.
Edward Marks. Mr. and Mrs. Ingalls garet Spear of South Warren. Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Roland Ware are Sadie Chaples, Mrs. Letitia Statrin charge of tlie next meeting rett, Mrs. Edna Young, Mrs. Carrie
ft ft ft ft
Carroll, and Mrs. Emma Kailoch.
Mav 12.
LIDAO CHAMPNEY
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Shaw and represented Williams-Brazier Aux
Correspondent
iliary
at
the
meeting
of
the
Third
children, Jean and David of Port
ft ft ft ft
land, were recent guests of his District Council held Tuesday in
mother, Mrs. Henry Shaw, and Union. The next meeting will be
TeL 2228
May 15 in Waidoboo.
sister, M ss Frances Shaw.
At a special tc-wn meeting held
Mrs. John Carlton- Mason and
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Wooster and
daughter. Joan, have returned to last night at Watts' hall it was
Mr.
and Mrs. Frank McDonnell
North Easton. Mass, after a visit unanimously voted to accept the
spent the holiday weekend at
with her mother, Mrs. John Hanley. offer of $2C0 made t>y J. R. Davis
The last of a series of card par for the purchase cf the Mary’ Jane their cottage at Spruce Head.
Mrs. Herbert Merrill is confined
ties sponsored by the Star Circle Watts house. The house will be
to
her home by illness.
cf Grace Chapter was held Tuesday used for residential purposes or
The
Methodist Jchnson Society
at the Masonic banquet Ha.ll and funeral home.
met Wednesday night at the home
of Miss Marion Weidman.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Merrill of
Portland have been guests for a
few days at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Merrill. Miss Lil
lian Merrill, also of Portland, is
now a guest at the Merrill home.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ingra
ham
and daughter Nancy rePERSONAL INSPECTION
' turned Wednesday from Walik.
REVEALS AU
' tham, Mass., where they , were
: called by the illness and death of
When you trade here, you
her mother. Mrs. Charles Everett.
don’t have to make your se
Mrs. Lou Upham, Miss Helena
lection by looking at pictures.
Upham. Miss Marion Upham and
All our merchandise is right
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Young and
before your eyes ready for
daughter
Ruth of Camden were
your perse nal inspection to
INSIDE
visitors
in
Portland Monday.
reveal all of its qualities and
A largely attended meeting of
GLOSS
let you decide exactly which
tlie Trytohelp Club was held
article will be best for your
ENAMEL
Monday night at the home of Mrs.
individual purpose. Don't look
89c
at pictures, see the real thing
Effie Salisbury with Mrs. Leona
at the Main Street Hardware
Per Quart
Salisbury as co-hostess. Polio-wing
Co.
Here is the
the business meeting and sewing
popular priced
period, refreshments were served,
gloss finish for
j Next Monday the club will meet
BLAIR SPECIAL
Kitchens and
at the Baptist vestry for a cov
Bathrooms.

T"
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ered dish supper and social eve-

: ning.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dalton
of Amherst, Mass., spent the
weekend at their camp at Ballard
Park.
Maurice Turner and family are
again occupying their home on
West street after spending the
Winter with Mrs. Turner s par
ents Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson
at South Thomaston.
Mrs. Ruth Tattan and daughter
Donna Mae returned Tuesday to
! their home at Summit, N. J. after
spending a month at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Aldus of
East Lynn. Mass., were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lou E.
Upham.

QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms of Distress Arising from

STOMACH ULCERS
due to EXCESS ACID
Froa BookTells of NomoTroatmontthat
Must Help or it Win Cost You Nothing
Over one million bottles of the WILLARD
TREATMENT have been sold for relief of
symptoms of distress arising from Stomach
and Duodenal Ulcers due to Cseoss Arid
boor Digestion, Sour or Upoot Stomach,

Gasslneee. Heartburn. SleeMeesnoss, etc.,

due to Cscess Arid. Sold on 16 days triali
Ask for “WMtard'e Meoeaoe” which fully
explains this treatment—free—at

D. L. McCARTY
Registered Druggist, Rockland, Me

Attended Conference

Perfect for Traditional...

Oliver P. Ingraham ol
street underwent an appem
operation at Kncx Hospital
day.
Valentine Chisholm, v.
been in a Boston ho. pita I,
home today.
Charity Club meet. toda>

home of Mrs. Teresa Arau
den.
visit Lucien K

Green

second floor, 16 School str<
Fellows Block, City, for I
Coats and Cloth Coats, at n
prices.

Now is t
to

place

FU

SA
CO
STOR
VESPER A. Ll

Cleanser.

Begin

Perfect for Modern...
BIGELOW

A Beautiful Selecl

BEAUVAIS

Values to 16.95.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

(iLENDEN NINI G’S MKT.

Te 1. 993

ROASTING PORK
POT ROAST

delivery Service

“ 1 .9c
2>7c

LAMB CHOPS . . . . lb 25c 1JLMB CHOPS .... lb 35c

HAMBURG............ lb 17c SI ■EWING BEEF ...

PORK CHOPS . ... H> 23c GlIAPEFRU1T .. 4 for 15c

Latest Spring

Values to 10.95

10 PERCt
On Balance of Stc

DRE
Pastels, Parker
Siz

Spc

Mil
NEW SP
Special L(

Sa
JERSE
Val^
U Sa
CHILDRI
New S
Regular

H
Abcrle Chifll
Regular

HA
Reg
U Sai
Kll
First Qual)
Regular

SWEATERS. C
Regular 1.

BLOUSES, asu
Regular

FREE C|
with

Coty Airsf

Back Lace, PI
Value 2.

10 PERCI
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i
D. H. Fuller made a Boston busi
to New York, after spending a week ness trip this week.
with her mother. Mrs. E. D. Spear
Mrs, C. W Hopkins accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Clark of by Mr. and Mrs. H O. Heistad of
Damariscotta Mills are guests of Rockpcrt motored to Brunswick
Mrs. Carrie Waltz.. Broadway.
Monday night to attend the lecture
by O a Johnson, famous expicrer.
Mrs. Stephen Gaffney, vice presi who talked on “Sub-Civilization” ’
Vernon Simmons has returned to
Hopkinton, Mass., after spending dent of the National Council of 'illustrated by motion pictures) as
the weekend with his wife and Cathol c Women’s Clubs, of Wash a part of the Inst-tute cn Human
ington, D. C.. will be the guest Geography now in progress at
daughter in Spruce Head.
speaker at a social meeting of the Bowdoin College.
-I
locil
club, tonight at 8 o’cicck in
Mrs. Walter Wilson of Dorches
ter,, Mass., ls tlie guest of Mrs. St. Bernard’s Church basement
While staying at Hotel AnUlla at
Wcmcn of the parish are invited. Coral Gables, Fla, Mis. Jane W
George Stewart for a few days.
Mrs. Florence McCarty is chairman, Bird and Mrs. Dorethy Bird Snow
Capt. and Mrs. E. W. Freeman assisted by Mrs. Aanes Rogers, Mrs. had the pleasure of a wry interest- ,
have returned from New Britain. I Mary Derby. M ss Annie Carini, ing contact with Carlos Salzedo
Conn., where they spent the Winter Mrs. Laura Ranlett, Mrs. Catherine and his charming wife. Mr Salzedo
with their son and wife, Mr and Knight, Mis. Clara Calderwood wa.s playing with the Symphony Or
Mrs. Irene Hicks, Mrs . Mildred chestra cf the College at Miami.
Mrs. Charles Freeman.
O Donnell and
Carrie Thomp They are much impressed with the
Tantramar Club met last night son.
beauty of Maine and especially
with Mrs. Hugh Hughes, the party
Camden where he Is connected witli
adjoining to tlie Community alleys
Mrs. E. L. Brown arrived heme the Curtis School cf Music. Mrs..
fcr a bowling party.
Tuesday night from her short stay Salzedo before her marriage was I
in Boston enreute from Florida to Miss Bird but she spelled the name
I
Rockland.
Byrd.
i
Mrs. Seth Lowe returned today

C Earle Ludwick ai
Ernest Gray of tl
Jlcunty sheriff’s departrnenl
Ralph Miller of LincolB’
|; and Deputy Sheriff Hei
Miller of the name deparl
ll.f > McCarthy of the U.
Bi

}

Chier

Portland:

arry Sylvester of Camden

I I J Perry, commandii.
Inf Company A of the Cui
ntrol at Bangor; and E.
|
of the customs .set
I in Portland
HAII. AMERICA!
hir

The

Courler-Oazette |

1.
o’ very own
linn ’o keep you ours;
L dell,mce to the winds
Ito ad foreign powers.
I
elves to < 'll' very reelh
■ill?' wmhlp- fleet on fleet

lie
I’ll.

Mil

''.ill Mat
,,eean

our

west
very best

p , , ,

J
b aid
let of aeroplanes
I
hide the sun;
levery true American
I •
e l to hold a gun.
Ill j ■
: leen
l.v open our doors;
> proud to b< Americans
Freedom's shores.

lalin we wait
]
. ln tiod;
i l'at not might
be lord
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Oliver P Ingraham of Grove
underwent an appendectomy
operation at Kncx Hospital yester
day

Vaientine Chisholm, who has
been in a Boston hospital, returns
home today.

C .uity Club meets today at the
'.nine of Mrs. Teresa Arau in Cam -

vi.it Lucien K. Green Ac Son’s
second floor, 16 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Ccats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf

| Now

Mrs. Ruth McBeath was in the
,c.ty for an overnight visit at the
Dr. Edwin Scarlott’s on Summer
street.

is the time
your

place

Mrs. Esther Rundlett was in the
city for a few .hours this week but
called home by severe illness of
hei nurse maid who was taken to
the hospital in her absence.

our sod

J. M

Hand.

Beouileul

•

ew Army Camp near DeRic
us to be named Camp PoJ
oni das Polk. who became firJ

Ipal Bieiii p of Louisiana
land who was a general
Confederate Army. He wa
[
iction by a cannon aho|
Battle of Pine Mountain. Ga
1864

1

FURS

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell
and three children are spending
a weeks vacation at their farm in
Sidney.

IN

SAFE
COLD
STORAGE
VESPER A. LEACH,

i

Rockland, Me.

AGENTS FOR

WATKINS

Cleansers

Furriers
49-lt

Mr. and Mrs. Hugo S. Cross of
Guillord announce tlie engagement
of their daughter, Florence May, to
Julius E. Underwood, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Julius E. Underwood of
Wallingford, Pa. Mbs Cress is a
graduate of Guilford High Schcol
and attended University of Maine.
At present she is a student at North
ampton Commercial College, North
ampton, Mass.
Mr. Underwood
graduated from Swarthmore H.gh
School. He attended Franklin and
Marshall College, and Pennsylvania
State College. He is a chemical en
gineer with UG.I. of Philadelphia !
Pa. Miss Cross is a granddaugh
ter cf the late Israel Sncw of Rock
land. Mr. Underwood formerly
lived In Rockland, where his father
was a chemist with the Rockland.
Rcckptprt, Lime Company.

Vesper A. Leach

. I-*-**
|:< ' MS *

SIXTH ANNUAL

U SAVE SALE
Beginning FRIDAY, APRIL 25

..X

SMALL

This And That

QClETY.

to

' Freedom live
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COATS

DRESSES

A Beautiful Selection of Tweeds, Navies.

Youthful and Lovely New Styles

Latest Spring Styles and Fabrics

Navies, Pastels, Prints. Values to 4.98

Values to 16.9 5.

Sale............... $13.95

Values to 10.95. Sale.................... 8.95

10 PERCENT DISCOUNT
On Balance of Stock, including Children's

U Save Sale $3.75
Regular 7.95. Sale $6.50
GRADUATION-EVENING DRESSES
Taffeta, Lace, Chiffon

10' c DISCOUNT

Coats

DRESSY SUITS
Pastels, Parker Wilder, All Wool Flannel

Sizes 12 to 18
Special $2.98

MILLINERY
NEW SPRING STRAWS
Special Lot. Values to 1.98

Sale $1.00
JERSEY TURBANS

WASHABLE RAYON DRESSES

Regular 1.98.

Sale $1.79

HOUSE DRESSES, 80 square prints
Regular 1.09. Sale 89c

SMOCKS, colorful patterns
Regular l.oo. Sale 87c
APRONS, 80 square prints
Special Value, 4 for $1.00

UNDERWEAR

Values to 59c

PANTIES, BLOOMERS, VESTS

U Save Sale 25c

Dover, DuPont, Rayon

CHILDREN’S STRAWS

Special, 35c; 3 for 98c
PANTIES, BLOOMERS

New Spring Shades
Regular 1.00. Sale 79c

"'HOSIERY
Aberle Chiffon, Spring Shades

Regular 88c.

Sale 69c

HAND BAGS

Two Bar Tricut. Broken Sizes

Regular 59c.

Sale, 3 for $1.00

SLIPS, Crepes, Satins
Regular l.oo. Sale 85c

Regular 1.00

SLIPS, Rayon, Satin

U Save Sale, 85c
KID GLOVES

Tailored—Values to 79c

First Quality—Odd Shades
Regular 1.98. Sale $1.39

GOWNS, Porto Rican

SWEATERS, Cardigans and Slipons

FREE COTY SUB TINT

Sale 59c; 2 for $1.00
GOWNS, Cotton Crepe
Regular Size.
Special 59c
Extra Size. Sale 6Sc
GOWNS, Satin Crepes

with purchase of

Floral

»S .... lb 35c

Coty Airspun Face Powder

Sale 79c
PAJAMAS, Crepe and Broadcloth

EF ... lb 23c

Back Lace, Plain Coutile, 4 Garter

Regular 1.00. Special, 85c
BLOUSES, assorted styles and colors
Regular l.oo. Sale 87c

$1.00

CORSETS

Special, 65c
Hand Embroidered

l.oo Value.

Regular 1.00

U Save Sale 79c
Value 2.oo. Sale $1.59
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT ON ALL REGULAR PRICE MERCHANDISE

By K. S. r.

The Garden Club
Listens To An Outstanding
Proqram Presented By
Junior Nature Club

•
_____
At the charming home of Mrs.
Lincoln’E. McRae, the annual meet
ing of the Rockland Garden Club
was held Tuesday with Mrs. Ralph
Bangs and Mrs. Fred L. Linekin as
assisting hostesses.
Following the reports of the va
rious committees and the reports
of the three projects of the Club,
the hospital garden, the Lindsey
Grove Nature trail and the public
landing, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: Presi
dent, Mrs. Alice Jameson: vice presi
dent, Mrs. Josephine Rice; secre
tary. Mrs. Ida Mae Dondis; treas
urer, Mrs. Jane Beach.
An outstanding program by the
Junior Nature Club under the di
rection of MLss Mary Brown, with
the club president. Albert Havener,
acting as master of ceremonies, was
presented as follows:
Aims of the Nature Club, Edith
Carr; Migration of the Birds. T'aith
Long; Economic Value of the Birds,
Florenc“ Knight; Awakening Moods,

Alice Frcst Lord recently in a
write-up of the visit sire had made
to Mis. Jack Gardner's Fenway
Court gave vibrant appreciation of
this what she called "Dream of
Eden — paradise of loveliness and
enchanting palace.” The writer of
"Th s and That” had the pleasure
of being taken through this palace
by Mrs. Gardner soon after the
Mary Kirk, daughter of Mrs. Carla Kirk of Ingraham Hill celebrated) pp^ning when she told a story of
her second birthday Tuesday. A huge birthday cake decorated with adventures in searching the world
Faster bunnies was the main attraction when the youngsters sat down for for her treasures that was thrilling
refreshments. Left to right: Raymond Kirk, Mary Kirk the hostess, Gil
and almost beyond comprehension.
Photo by Cullen.
bert Kirk and Yvonne BeUmoce.
And how she had to take the paint
Miss Frances Snow cf Cambridge, I
and ni x it and climb the ladders
Mass., is visiting at the heme of !
Mrs Frank W. Fuller entertained
to put it cn the way she wished it.
her parents. Com. and Mrs. C. F
A really great personality.
Snow’, coming to attend the wed- ; Contract C'.ub at her home on Tal• • • •
ding Saturday cf her sister, Miss I tot avenue Tuesday afternoon.
Substitutes
for
two
absent
mem

Eleanor Sncw. Arriving tonight
Do you like tongue twisters? If
were Mrs. John O. Stevens and
NAOMA MAYHEW
are Mrs. Sidney Sncw and daugh bers
you
do. try this one: Fat Fannie Sylvia Christoffersen; poem. "Mak
Mrs. Howard G Philbrook.
ter Eleanor of Worcester, Mass
faces flam ng fires when frying ing of the Flowers.” Aimee Karl;
Correspondentfishes cut cf deers fcr her Misses.” Protection of the Flowers. Lucille
* * • •
V
Mrs. Adelaide Adelman and chil
Every Senior Club in the Maine
Treat; song. "Trees.” Laverne Pat
Tel. 713
dren
David
and
Jan.
have
returned
Federation of Music Clubs Ls being
Here is an old riddle tliat is al terson; piano "Spring Song." Elaine
asked to reserve a table for the to New York, after a weekend visit
most t:iie. Why is asparagus like
white breakfast” which will be held
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. J.
The speaker at the Rotary Club a political speech? Because it is Glendenning.
With Miss Carrie Fields and Mrs.
Tuesday, May 13 at 9 30 a m. in D Shepherd They were acccm- Tuesday noon was Rev. James the end cf it that persons like
!
Gladys
Estes pouring at the tea
the Egyptian Court of the Eastland '^ried by Mrs. Shepherd’s brother Hayes of the Ep sccpal Church of best.
tables,
attractive trays of sand
Hotel, as cne cf the features cf Maurice, and Herbert Poland, who Belfast who spoke on the Morman
• • • •
wiches, tea cakes and brownies
the State convention to be htTd in | visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Religion. Rev. Hayes spent 10
were served.
Word
comes
to
this
country
Portland May 12 and 13
Mrs.
Heal- T ie bo>’s returned to ; years in Utah and gave an interThe next meeting of the Rock
from
Mrs.
John
G
Winant
that
Jcsiah M. Johnson, and the mem- 1 their post at Mitchell Field, L. I., ; esting account of the early history
land
Garden Club, the first meet
the
spirit
of
tlie
people
in
Eng

i and
principles
of
Mormanism.
bers of her committtee. Mrs. Harold N. Y
ing in the clubs new year, will be
land is fine.
Visiting
Rotarian
wa.s
Ted
Bird
D. Johnson, Mrs. T. J. O'Sullivan.
• * • •
held May 26, the place to be an
Miss Ruth L Sturgis and Mrs.
Stuart MacAlman, U.S.N., is of Rockland.
There is in South America a nounced.
George E. Roche, all cf Portland spending a week at the home of his 1 ‘Kncx County On Parade” w.ll
held a recent meeting in which 1 grandmother. Mrs. Annie McAlman. i oe shewn at the Opera House marvelous falls tliat is between
plans were discussed. All the ap High street. Mr. MacAlman is at Thursday night—a mest interest- 3300 and 5300 feet high in the At Castine Normal
pointments for the tables will be in present stationed at Parris Lsland ing picture of fr ends and neigh- mountains and is seen only by
i By Grace S. Bowden)
aviators who bring this knew ledge.
white and crystal, each club to fur Nava! base, North Carolina.
bors. cn the screen
» ♦ » •
Tlie examinations fcr admission
nish its own centeigflece and spe
Tlie Ordway Building, Main
cial appointments. At the head
Visitor: “How many students in to tlie Maine State Normal Schools
The Comrades of the Way party street has bern recently sold to
are to be aiven April 26, at centers
table will be seated the officers of scheduled for tonight has been Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Nafis.
tliis college?”
the Maine Federation, national of cancelled.
specified
by the State Department
Guide:
“
Abcut
one
in
cveiy
five.
”
Wilbur Senter of the Rockland
• • ♦ •
of Education. Four different tests
ficers, and the guest of honor. Mrs.
Lions Club entertained the Cam
Edgar Stillman-Kellev cf Ohio, wife
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy writes from are to be given. Rockland is one
Miss Charlotte Ruth Brackett den Lions Tuesday night with
of the dean of American composers was hostess Saturday afternoon to
New Haven, Conn., and has our of the examination centers.
who is aTo the composer of the ora a group of young friends in cele moving pictures of his recent trip thanks:
Principal Hall, Miss Edith E.
to Florida. Lion Senter showed
torio, “Pilgrim’s Progress,” to be
Leslie.
Icne Garcelon and Ruth
“In an'iwer to the question, who
giver, in City Hall auditorium on the bration of her sixth birthday an- ( SOme beautiful colored pictures of wrote tlie verses A big silver dol Htwe visited schools in Belfast and
even ng of May 13. This is the first nive.sarv. Game prizes were won not only inte. estir, g points in
Rockland Fiiday. Richard Mactime that such an affair has been by Helen Chase. Barbara Brackett Florida, but of Havana, Cuba and lar and a little red cent' which ap I.eod and Gertrude McKinney,
peared
in
’
This
and
That'
column
held in Maine, having been started and Ellen Sulides. Others pres the colorful Mardi Gras Parade
-adet teachers, returned to classes
by several mid-west federations as ent were Patricia Cuthbertson. in New' Orleans. Gur U present cf the April 15 issue of ycur paper, while the Rockland schools are
a memorial to the first president of Cynthia Knowlton, George E. were Charles Babb and Harold as I have it. it was wr.tten by having a vacation.
•Junior C. E. World’.
the National Federation. Mrs. The Brackett, Mary Nichols, Betty Robinson.
Celia Butterf eld, '41, who leaches
"Wanteikncw if anyone can ull
Adams,
George
Hyland,
Diane
Neil
Keenan,
manager
of
the
odore Thomas. Reservations lor
at
Swans Island, visited FSNB
the “white breakfast" are to be re- Thompson, Betty Thompson and Ccmique Theatre has returned me the anther cf the following Sunday.
poem?
ceived until noon of May 12, giving ' Beverly Manning. Sylvia Thtinp- to be present when the Camden
George Dodge, of Dark Harbor,
BILL'S IN TROUBLE
ampie opportunity for all clubs to ’ son and John P. Thompson 3d of Theatre opens in the near future.
spent
the weekend with Richard
a letter. Parson. Ircm my 6on
participate.
1 Friendship were unable to attend.
A food' and utility sale under I've got
my out West.
MacLeod.
the auspices of the Maiden Cliff An niy ol' te.irt ls heavy as an anvil
Phyllis Cunningham spent the
in my breast.
Rebekah Lodge will be held at Ills» le'tertame so s ldom that I some weekend
with her sister, Mrs.
Poland’s Restaurant, Satuiday at
how sort o' knowed
That Billy was a-trampin' on a mighty James Kinney of Warren;
10.
rocky road.
Dr. Wilmot B Mitchell, ProfcsBut never once Imagined he would
George Jenkins
scr Emeritus, Bowdoin, is to de
bow niv head In shame.
the dust'd w Her his ol' daddy's liver the Commencement address
George Jenkins, 84. d ed at tlie An' lnhonored
name.
home of Mrs. Annie I,. Colburn on He writes Irmn out in Hllltown. an in June to the graduating class.
story's mighty short;
Pleasant street Wednesday mornin; r just the
Mrs. Nelson Canfield read from
can't t 11 his mother; It’ll break
her poor ol' heart:
following a long i lness.
Helen Keller's Journal nt the
I re kon. Parson, you niljht
Tire funeral will be Friday at 2 An' sobreak
weekly meet ng of tlie Christian
the news to her
o’clock from the Guod Funeral Bid's In the lejl lature. btrt he
Association.
doe n't say what lur!"
Home with Rev. Duncan Rogers of
A group from the faculty at
Now who will tell us who wrote tended tlie meeting of the Ells
ficiating. Burial w.ll be at the
Amesbury Hill cemetery in Rock this one?
worth Alumni Association Tuesday
• * • •
port.
evening.
He is survived by a brother, .Can you imagine a barber shop
niece, Mrs. George Heath of Rock equipped with several musical in
Tuesday Night Club went to
port and nephew, E. Stewart Orbe struments so that the customers Camden for supper at Green
ton. West Rockpo t.
might entertain themselves wh le Gables, then to the home of Mrs.
waiting to be served? Such was Lyford Ames for bridge. Each
HOWIE-TAYLOR
the set-up in the ba:ber shops in guests received a white elephant
St. Peter's Episcopal Church was England in the days cf Elizabeth ’ prize.
the scene of a quiet and pretty wed Music was almost an obsession
ding Monday night at 6 o’clock, with the English at this period.
when Miss Edna Taylor became the The homes cf the upper classes
bride of Everett R. Howie cf Appcn- were generally filled with all sorts
aug. R. I. Rev. E O Kenyon offi of musical instruments. It was
ciated.
considered a most desirable social
38 to 62 years old. Women who are
The bride, who is the daughter of accomplishment to be able to play
cross, restless, NERVOUS—who suf
Mrs. Marie L. Taylor of Appcnaug.
fer hot flashes, dizziness—caused
on the viol, the flute and other
foimerly of this city, was becoming
by this period in a woman’s life—to
instruments. Queen Elizabeth is
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
ly attired in a light blue suit with
said
to
have
had
mu
ic
played
at
Compound.
Pinkham’s ls famous for
navy accessories. The altar, with
relieving distressing symptoms due
Easter lilies and brilliantly lighted her meals. She was also an ac
to this functional disturbance.
.witli many candles, made an ideal complished music.an—Exchange
WORTH TRYING!
*
?
•
•
setting for the ceremony
What
a
delight
a
true
sense
of
,In the party were Mrs. Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Livingston, humor is when a perspn like, sav
uncle and aunt of the bride. Mrs the Editor of the Deer Isle Messen
Lester Blackmar cf Oakland Beach. ger, uses it with the k nd and ob
R. I. and Miss Margaret Buttomer serving heartfulness that hurts no
The party were guests of Mr. and one, but fills the d:ab days witli
Hurry, Hurry—Ends Tonight!
Mrs. Livingston for a wedding sup laughter. Let me quote from n
Ton my Dorsey and his Orchestra
per at the Paramount, after which recent copy of his newspaper:
in “LAS VEGAS NIGHTS"
“Indubitably, my friends. Spring
the young couple went cn a short
also
wedding trip.
is here. The warm sunshine says
Kay Francis in “Play Girl"
so; the^green grass blades pushing
Mrs. Carl Freeman entertained up in sunny nocks say so; tha cro
Friday and Saturday
Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday, with cuses and snowdrops, rTilling up
STRIKING LIKE LIGHTNING
prizes in bridge going to Mrs. Cora at you. say so; the flock of wild
• Braving savagss and
Smith. Mrs. Mabel Therndike and goese flying ever the Harbor this
renagadasl
Mrs. Nellie Dow.
morning said so—and oh, there
aie oodles of signs anywhere you
look—see the ir.ud on the wheels
of my car—ail ever it for that
Friday and Saturday
matter. There’s Willie Green fin
THRILLS ARE YOURS... WHEN
ishing grading his lawn and clean
ing cut the old big lilac hedge that
was getting cut of bounds. Every
where folks are raking their lawns
and burning up the culch. Seems
if the bare brown bushes over
across the harbor are locking a
little softer. Tlie air is full of the
songs of
the birds—thrushes,
chickadees, song sparrows — and
the drum of the woodpecker.- I
• Store With Us. ’
don’t know that it is particularly
a sign cf Spring but the sunsets
® Store in our Cold, Dry Air Storage.
for the past two or three nights
SYLVIA
The most modern method known to
SIDNEY
have been simply gorgeous. All
ir. all. it’s pretty hard to keep
science.
Plus NEW’S
your attention indoors these days.”
• • * •
TODAY
• Just Phone 541—we do the rest.
MARTHA SCOTT in
Tlie art of ballad collecting is
•TIIEERS FOR MISS BISHOP” being pursued through the New
Ci The Same Program
I England States v/ith much success.
"More About Nostradamus"
“Elmer* Pet Rabbit" (Cartoon)
! In Vermont they have collected
"Mysterious Doctor Satan"
over 1CCO of these folk songs and
Chapter 5
ballads
that
date
back
to
the
furriers
“World's Headlines in the Latest
HI early settlers and Maine musicians
16 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
2.00, 6 .30, 840
News"
Week Days.
are cn the hunt and have already
3.IML 6.30. 8.30
SnndaT*.
48-49
collected a beck full.

CAMDEN

E

lit

Let Your Fur Coat

LIVE a Little Longer!

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

Strand 1

Every-Other-Day
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WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

sistants from 10 communities re
ceived this training so that they
will be able to conduct this meet
ing for their groups. Mrs. Jessie
Colby and Mrs. Rose Dutton, mem
bers of Montsweag. served the din
ner. April 30 another training
class will be held in Camden on
this subject and the following will
attend: Mrs. Mabel Beale, Friend
ship; Mrs. Bessie Hardy, Hope;
Mrs. Jalo Ran;a, Rockland; Mrs.
Wilbur Cross, Rockport; Mrs. Har
old Buzzell. Simonton; Mrs. Pearle
Wall and Mrs. Jessie Harris, Ten
ants Harbor; Mrs. Frank Calder
wood, Union ;and Mrs. Dorothy
Bennett, Vinalhaven.
Miss Charlotte Cleaves, state
’ clothing specialist from Orono,
gave training to clothing leaders
and their assistants from nine
communities on Design in Hand
work II (rug making) on April 22
at the Rockland Faim Bureau hall.
Mrs. John Gardner and Mrs. Lloyd
Rhodes, members of the Rockland
Farm Bureau, served the dinner.
Another training class on this sub
ject will be held Friday, April 25
at Wiscasset. Those attending:
Mrs. Mary Huewel. Aina; Mrs. Etta
Maclnnis and Mrs. Walter Butler.
Bcothbay; Mrs. Nellie Clifford.
North Edgecomb; Mrs. Helen Gross,
Montsweag; Mrs. Adney Peek.
Nobleboro; Mrs. Hazel Ludwig.
Orff s Corner; Mrs. Sarah Curtis,
Sheepscot: and Mrs. Margaret
House, South Bristol.
Mrs. Nellie Clifford, clothing
leader at North Edgecomb, will
conduct the meeting with her
greup cn rug making which will be
May 1. Mrs Rose Moore and Mrs.
Alta Parker will serve the dinner.

Agriculture
t as top-dressing this year.
Gregory McDonald has several
Arthur Beverage of North Haven
thousand chicks that he is raising j reports that new seedlings of
for Philip Cohan of Wiscasset. clover are coming very well. He
During the Summer he will have
has used lime on his fields for the
about 40C3 each month.
past two years.
Wallace Spear and Son of North
Hiram Beverage of North Haven
Ncjlebcro have recently bought a has 100 capons started which he
six-acre field that they are going plans to use for his Summer trade.
to use for pasture. Part of the
field will be seeded to ladino clover, With the Homes
Mrs. Ada Creed of Vinalhaven
while the remaining area will be
treated with manure reinforced entertained the Farm Bureau April
w.th superphosphate and mixed 15. The meeting opened with Lu
cinda (Rich, home demonstration
fertilizer.
Knox County poultrymen will be agent in charge. She gave infor
interested in the meeting which is mation on selection of shoes, how
to te held on Tuesday night. April to be fitted correctly, causes for
20 at the High School. Rockland scme foot troubles, and foot exerProf J. R Smyth cf the Poultry 1 clses to helP €orrect some troubles.
L'epariment at the University of A buffet dinner was served consisling of vegetable-beef casserole,
Maine will be the speaker.
Hope orchardists held their orange salad, rolls, chocolate tarts
monthly meeting at the heme of and coffee. The next meeting will
Wallace
Robbins.
last
night. be May 20 with Mrs. Frank Rossi
Spray.ng and hardy stock were the ter. Mrs. Cora Peterson will be
ln charge of the subject, Kitchen
topics for discussion.
Over ICO acres of pasture will be Gadgets.
At East Union, Mrs. James Dorimproved by dairymen in the coun
nan.
foods leader, made all pre
ty this year. Some of the acreage
parations
for the meeting on “Meat
wi’l be top-dres.sed with manure,
Specialties'
April 16. The home
reinforced with superphosphate.
demonstration
agent conducted the
This is a practice that many farm
meeting
and
supervised prepara
ers are carrying cui this year.
Altcn Caldciwcod of North tion of the liver, kidney, and heart
Haven has been using superphos dishes which were served for dinphate in the gutter all Winter and | ncr; In the afternoon she explained 4-H Club Notes
will use the manure and "super ' that these meat organs were more
District Demonstration tourna
1 potent in vitamins and minerals ments will start next week. The
' than most other meats.
schedule follows: May 2 at 7. War
Ah Hope April 17. ‘ Better Living ren Women’s Club Room; May 3.
from the Farm” was the subject at 2, Nobleboro Grange ball; May
of a joint meeting cf both men 3. at 7.30, Bristol church vestry;
and women. The county agent. and May 9. at 7, Rcckland Farm
Ralph Wentwcrth. made sugges Bureau hall. The finals will be
tions for using more food cn the held in Rockland May 17. Each
farm and explained how to take club may send as many teams as
care of vegetables and small fruits. it w shes to the district tourna
He also urged those who could to ments. Demonstrations to be given
raise more home-grown meat. Din will show many worthwhile pracner was se: ved by Mrs. Irving ices club members have learned
Eugley and Mrs Grace Hunt. Mrs. through their 4-H projects. Par
Georgia Erowr.ell reported the cost ents and general public are invited.
of the cupboard which the Farm
Plans were made for a baked
Bureau voted to have built in the bean supper, May 8, to be held' at
schoolhouse for use in storing sup the Finnish Congregational Church
plies for school lunches. At the at a meeting of the Jolly Toilers of
last special meeting for doing Red Georges River road. Thomaston, at
Cross Work, six dresses, four the home of Joseph Richards, a
sweaters,
and three pairs cf socks club member. Teams to demon
*1
were completed.
strate at Warren May 2 are Elea
Mrs. Evelyn Ross and Mrs. Edna nor Nelson and Elaine Risteen,
Trembly were in charge of the “First Aid." Dorothy Johnson and
meeting at Owls Head. April 16 on Ellen Stein, "Serving a Patient in
"Color in the Kitchen and Kitchen Bed.’ Mrs. Mildred Harjula is the
Gadgets."
A demonstration of leader of the club.
MBS
stippling linoleum was given. There
Garden plans were discussed at
were also shown samples of floor a meeting of the Southern Settlers,
* 4 coverings, wall colors, etc. Kitchen
a new boys' club of South Bristol,
gadget suggestions were read from April 16, at the home of their
sheets that were passed out. Mrs. leader, Norman Kelsey.
Louise Arey and Mrs. Lillias
Demonstration teams to compete
Sprague served dinner.
at
the district demonstration
Miss Anna Colby, foods leader tournament at the Bristol Church
of Edgecomb Farm Bureau, super Vestry were chosen at a recent
vised the preparation cf the din meeting of the Bristol Maids at
ner on meat specialties held April the vestry. They are: Elsie Hall
17. There were 19 members pres and Evelyn Benner, "Posture;” Lil
ent. The group decided to raise lian Hall and Bernice Bellfontaine,
money so that in the Fall it can “Lunch Boxes.”
7A
^•1
Mrs. Dorothy
finance a dental hygienist to do Cameron and Mrs. Lillian Benner,
work in the schools. More iRed leaders of the club, will train the
Cross work was given out.
teams.
“Kitchen Gadgets" was the sub
The Pleasant Cushingites made
ject which Mrs. Connie Gould, plans for a wienie roast and' dis
home management leader of Cam cussed how to start cabbages and
den, presented' to her group, April tomatoes indoors at a recent meet
16.
Several members brought ing at the home of their secretary,
For the price of a couple
their
favorite gadgets and ex Laurie Niemi. Kenneth Hylgr and
of flies, you can soothe
plained
them, which added to the Roland Stimpson are planning to
that neglected lady back
interest
of the meeting.
Mrs. give a demonstration on “Packing
home!... Long distance
Charles Lord, chairwoman, gave a
telephone rates are now
a Suitcase” at the district demon
fine report of her trip to Farm stration tournament in Warren.
at "low water” level —
and Home Week. She was sent by Friday evening, May 2.
extra low after 7 P. M.
the Camden Farm Bureau for the
and all day Sunday.
The Hope’s Happy Club met re
whole weeks program.
cently at the home of their leader.
Miss Edna Cobb, home manage Mrs. Bessie Hardy. After the busi
ment specialist from Orono, con- ness meeting, the boys assembled
.' ducted a training class April 18. at the tinfoil they had collected to be
Wiscasset on Home Safety. Home
sent to the Shriners’ Hospital.,
j , management leaders and tlieir asThe Pox Islanders of Vinalhaven
will hold their public demonstra
tion. Saturday. April 26 Articles
made by club members in their
sewing projects will be on exhibit.
There will be three demonstrations
given: “Parts of the Sewing Ma
chine;" "Setting a Table; ’ and
"How to Make Sheets and Pillow
Slips." After the program, tea
sandwiches and' cake made by the
cooking and housekeeping girls
will be served to the visitors. For
a ’community service, the Fox
petunias around the various markIslanders are planning to plant
/
ers honoring World War veterans.
The plants are being donated by a
lady who is interested in the com
munity.
The Alford Lake 4-H of Hope,
led by Mrs. Lura Norwood, has held
to the club office within the time
19 meetings to date—all reported
limit (one week after the meeting
is held). At a meeting at Vernard
Merrifield’s home April 19. Anna

VIEWS

A Box Of Fireworks
Excitement a-Plenty
When It Exploded At
Barter’s Point Picnic
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
A fine picture of Mathews Band
was printed recently and interested
many readers. Walter Mathews,
the teacher and leader of the band,
was one of the best tenors in this
part of the State. Mrs. Mathews
was the choir pianist and an excel
lent player. I was associated with
this choir for more than 25 years
as bass singer.
It was a difficult problem to keep
a band going, as many of the play
ers followed the sea. going away in
the Spring and coming back in the
Fall. We often enjoyed excursions,
one of which was a trip to Vinaihaven. One time the Band held a
concert and dance at Clark Island.
Abiatha Leighton kept the com
pany boarding house where we had
a real hotel supper for 50 cents
each.
While the concert was going on,
the fog came in good and plenty.
It was low water and the boat went
aground. We were in a pickle.
After the boats floated, we made
a start. The fog was so thick we
couldn’t see a boat’s length ahead.
We rowed for a long time and the
boats became separated. When the
fog lifted, one boat was ashore on

Simpson, 4-H agent, conducted a
judging contest on flat felled
seams for the girls.
Allen Payscn. Camden fire chief,
worked on first aid bandaging with
the Jolly Highlanders of Rockland,
April 15 at the home of their lead
er. Mrs. Frances Farrand. Mar
garet Huntley and Beverly Regers
are to give a demonstration on
bandaging at the tcurnainent in
Rockland, May 9.
Miss Anna
Simpscn. 4-H agent, presented
winning the judging contest on
Elizabeth Sawyer with a ri'bbcn fcr
tabic setting.
Miss Annie M.
Rhodes, assistant leader, was also
present.
“Beverages" was the subject
matter discussed at a recent meet
ing of the Trevett Whirlwinds at
the community hall. Mrs. Susie
Lewis and Mrs. Mellie Gocdale.
leaders of the club, were in charge.
The George's Valley Beys’ Club
of Warren met at its club room.
"Selection of Pigs" was discussed
by the leader, Earle Moore, and
the members. Two club members
are enrolled in the pig project.
Robert Wyllie and Warren Philbrook were chosen to demonstrate
“Selection and Preparation of
Vegetables for Exhibit" at the dis
trict demonstration tournament in
Warren, May 2. Plans were made
for cleaning up the grounds about
the soldiers’ monument as a com
munity project. Mrs. Earle Moore,
assistant leader, was in charge of
recreation.

Cooper’s Ledges, one was up in
Haskell’s Cove, the third was
down the Harbor, headed for
Southern Island. However, we got
home all right.
We used to furnish the music for
the Fourth of July celebration held
on Barter’s Point annually by the
Mutual Benefit Society, a progres
sive organization. On this occa
sion they offered us $2.50 apiece
and our expenses, or they would
take us in with them on square
halves, we to do half the work. We
took them up on the latter offer.
The day was beautiful and a
large crowd was present. In the
evening there was to be a fine dis
play of fireworks. Someone start
ed to shoot a rotnan candle and;
somehow the box of fireworks took
fire and there were skyrockets,}
roman candles, etc., shooting in all
directions. People were making mad
scrambles to get behind trees, into,
the tent or anywhere in order not
to get hurt.
One young man had his best girl
there. She said, "Where is my1
mother?”
He said, "Never mind your
mother; where is mine?"
No one was injured, however,
amd all that excitement. When the
profits were divided, the band boys
received $10 each and $25 for the
band treasury.
Elmer E. Allen.
Tenants Harbor,

ROUND POND
Eugene Leland has arrived home
after spending the winter with his
daughter, Mrs. John Marcroft in
St. Albans, Vt.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Swett of
Everett. Mass., have returned home
after spending a week's vacation

• son Paul of Needham, Mass' woro
here at their cottage
. weekend guests of Mr. and ai,
Fred Swett. who spent the Winter Fred Doerlng.
in East Boston with relatives, is
The Muscongus Cemetery Society
home.
met Wednesday with Mrs Charlc,
Mr. and Mrs. John Munroe, who Brown.
have been visiting relatives in New
(Mr. and Mrs. G. Wilson of Dam
ariscotta were guests Wednesday ot
York, have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Doering and Mr. and Mrs Warren Swett.

ev

presents

The Line-X Special
priced

especially

on

customers

for

line

our

new

extensions

These 3 Appliances purchased as a anil
SAVE e gg

A Regular
Value
#13.

Y01J9O

The three most used appliances in your home:
1— WESTINGHOUSE ADJUST-O-MATIC IRON
2— SILEX COFFEE MAKER WITH TRAY
3— DOMINION 2-SLICE TOASTER

03 for all three

$

payable with your
service bill

$5.95
5.45
1.95

$1335

Reg. Value

SILEX, the name that means
good uniform roffee electrically
brewed. It’s the new wide-neck
in ml el family sire — complete
with matching Moldex Bullet
Tray representing a $5.45 val

ue.

»5c down
50© monthly
THIS DOMINION 2-sllce load
er representa highest qualit)
In a low priced appliance. Mtractlvrlv designed ot ue^n.
chrome plate with black enam
el trim, Lowering door auto
matically turns toast. A
standard $1.95 value.

EXCESS ACIDS
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
If you have an ezneaa of arida in your blood,

your 15 miles of kidney tubes may be over
worked. These tiny filters and tubes are work
ing day and night to help Nature rid your
system of excess acids and poiaonpua waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumstio pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under tbs eyes,
headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning some
times shows there is something wrong with
your kid nej’a or bladder.
Kidneys may need help the same aa bowels,
ao aak your druggist for Doan’s Pills, used auccesefully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan a Pills.

j

"1

.4

The degree team o
Council, which enjo
reputation fcr its ex
further laurels to its
its members went to l
nesday night to woi
Excellent degree on
candidates from all
State, at a special a.
Grand Council of Man
at which the M. P c
Master of the General
ell of United State
Charles H Johnson
was the guest of hon
In the cast were
Richan. director; Ali«l
son, Axel E Brunb-j
Chatto, Ralph U. Clai
Felton. Edward O'B
lyn R. Kellar, Carle
Harry’ L. Richards,
George T. Stewart
Webster
The patrol Include
Veazie. captain; Ea
Harold L. Ames. Will
Howard E Crozier, Oi
Clarence O Haraden.
ing. Gerald E. McPl
MaPhee, Robert E !’■]
old L. Rackliff, Llovc
son, Ernest A Rogr
Russell. Elmer L. Tr
A Wardwell.
Members of the ban*
Kelley, leader; Beit
Clark. Charles A Dui!
Hanscom. Joseph L
Elmer E. Trask, augtn
non-members, making
pieces.

Farmers’ Crei

Knox County
More Than $6f
Beginning Of Y

-t.

"I’d no sooner give up my ELECTRIC

A

Range than go back to horse
and buggy days!”

Electric Living Is As Inevitable

•y-.-v

As the Dawn of Tomorrow!

Knox county farnm
more than $68,000 of
units of the Farm Cr|
tration at the begin
year, it is reported b.i
field, Mass . F.C A
Of the total, about $5'1
term credit through
Production Credit A
finance the purchasi
equipment, and suppll
ance was real estate
long-term amortized 1
The Auburn producl
sociation, which opera
western Maine, had 13
members who were us
while the number of
the mortgage loans wi
Most of the product!
been used to purchi
supplies and machine
majority of the mortg
the result of a shift
a short-term to a lori
permitting repayment
33 years, the report s
Subscribe to The Ooi

Q Comodoro Ho,el is reo*

THE remarks of this modern young housewife are

a whi«»«

PILGRIM HOME
typical of a million just like her.

fromallactW- Reborn

Today’s mode of

DANCE

living calls for electric cooking in EVERY kitchen,

COMMUNITY B
TOWER Rd
TUESDAY. AP
Admission 20

Wi

*50 single. U00 double,
^th tub

Established Jai

Degree Team
For Its Work
Excellent In Pt

CENTRALIA IN E
POWEftXOMftkMY

C\

loomed

Thursday
Saturday

On Class Of F

IKON with ease that vou have
never known before. Heat la
automatical)*
controlled
tor
everv fabric, t hia Is a WKSTINGHOUKE li-pound. 70(>-watt
Iron, known the world over for
quality.
Saves money. n*es
current only aa needed. Ketalls
nationally for $5.95.

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE

Issued
Tuesday

•

and shower berth-

for it’s such a carefree, dependable, safe and ECO

Modem au-cooled colie.
NOMICAL service.

^op oilers be fines, bodPopular

moderate price,

cocktail lounge-

B/G PN&-

Under be
Personal Duecboo

Joseph H.

There’s no soot, odor, or dirt, because it’s flameless

Start today with “The Commodare.

the finest buy in our

Ad«

and safe which means healthier living conditions for

Manager

history

all.
3 Itt

BEAN!

Throw away your matches when you cook

I. o. O. E. II
SATURDAY. Al
Plenty of Good
Door Prize $7.5(1 in
Attendance Prize,
Merchandise—for me

electrically.

in

MEW 1941

N,
Features**
• Full Cabinet Type

OCOMODORO
S. W. Fir it St.
al 2nd Ave

Miuiru Florida •
OPEN

THE

|

1

•

'

YEAR

THE

• Three 5-heat Surface Units

_ j- ■■

T JI fJ

J r

EMERGEN!
BUILD NO MOI
Because of the Hi]
now prevailing a serl
ard exist* in Owl's ij
fore It becomes nece
permits for all fires,
eat of public safely.
Selectmen of

J

• 6-quart 5-heat Cooker

FOUNT

Open For

$3 Monthly In
stalled On Our
Regular Plan.

SPECIAL

• Utility Storage Drawer

SHORE
Also S

• 2 Storage Bins at Base

TE

BHAEMORE
1 This »» Detroit delivered price and includes all Federal tares and alt
standard equipment. Transportation, state and local tares (.if any),
ertra. Fluid Drive tlS ertra. See your Dodge dealer for easy budget
terms. Prices subject to change without notice.

FlUID DRIVE OHLY *25 tXTAA
TEL. 124-W

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.

PARK ST.

QuiQt

• All Porcelain Enamel
• High Speed Broiler

CENTI

in BOSTON

Maine's Pi

A distinctive residential and transient hotel located at the entrance
to Boston’s beautiful Fenway. Six minutes to center of City by
rapid transit. Femilie. will enjoy our large suites available at
special low rates.
No l^or add.
Our men garog:

Room and bath from $3 - double from $5 - suites from $6
.464 Commonwealth Avenue, ot Charlesgate West

’Kenmore Square.

MTRAtfftMAI N E
CENT
POWiaXOMMMY

(Lamp and Timer at slight additional cost.)

We guarantee
length of time. 51
Our placemen
work. Thia is the
you this guarantee

Henry A. Burnham, Mgr.

85 Wi

